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THE LIBERTY BOYS ON PATROL
OR, GUARDING THE CITY.
By HARRY MOORE

CHAPTER !.-The.Ma n With the Wooden Leg.
"I don't like the look of that fellow, Ben."
"What is the matter with him, Sam? His
wooden leg?"
"No, fo,r I don't suppose he could help that,
but I don't like his face."
"Well, he can't help that either, Sam," with
a laugh.
"No, but he can help what is behind it."
"And what do you see behind it, Sam?"
"Treachery and deceit. If we are guarding
the city we want to keep a sharp lookout for
fellow s like that, Ben," declared Sam Sanderson,
of the Liberty Boys.
The British was at their very doors, their ships
being at Staten I sland, their troops holding Long
I sland, aiM the city and island of New York
. being threatened by them. The Liberty Boys, a
band of one hundred brave young patriots under
the command of Dick Slater, a Westcheste r boy,
had been placed on patrol duty by General W.ashington, from whom Captain Dick Slater held his
commission , and they were at this time guarding
the city and keeping a watchful eye upon all
suspicious persons.
Ben Spurlock and Sam
Sanderson, two of the Liberty Boys, were walking down Broadway in the City of New York,
one pleasant afternon in September, when they
saw a man with a wooden leg standing in front
of Trinity Chu rch, soliciting alms. The boys
stopped for a moment to look about them, and
then Sam delivered his opinion of the man y;ith
the wooden leg.
"The man is nothing but a beggar, Sam," said
Ben, after a few moments.
"He is more than that,'' Sam replied. "I even
doubt if he is a beggar at all or, at least, that
he has any need to beg, for I see that he is
doing it. I think we had better watch him, Ben."
"All right, my boy; and here comes Harry<
and Will, which will give u s an excuse for stopping, as we can speak to them."
Two boys ·in Continenta l uniform had just
turned into Broadway fr om Rector street and
were coming along at that moment. They were
Harry Judson and Will Freeman, and belonged
to the Liberty Boys, H arry belonging in the upper
part of the State, and Will in Westcheste r. Ben
gave the two boys . a peculiar look and then
said:
"Let's go and have a jug of buttermilk to-

gether. It's rather warm,' and I think it will be
refreshing. "
The boys all set off together, and Harry asked:
"Why did you give us that odd look, Ben?
Had you anything you did not want to talk
about?"
· "Did you see the man with the wooden leg?"
Ben asked.
"Yes, poor fellow, he was asking alms. It must
be a sad thing not to be able to earn your living except by charity."
~ "I am not sure that the leg is genuwine" declared Sam, "and I am certain that the ~an ia
not."
"Is that so?" exclaimed Harry and Will in sur~~
.

"Yes, we were talking about him when you
came up," said Ben. '"Sam told me he thought
there was something wrong about the man and
we meant to study him."
"I think I will do so yet,'' Sam put in, "if I
can get a disguise and get back there before he
goes away."
·"Jove! here comes the captain now, without
his uniform," exclaimed Will. "Tell him about
it, Sam. He will find out better than any one
if .the man is. suspicious." Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys, was soon approachin g
at that very moment and in ordinary dress, which
at once gave all the boys an idea.
"Well, boys, you seem excited over something, "
he said, as he came up. "What is it? Have you
seen any suspicious characters? "
"I shouldn't wonder," returned Ben. "There
is a man with a wooden leg in front of Trinity
Church, begging, and Sam does not like his face.
He has seen us, but we thought that if you,
not being in uniform and not likely to put him
on his guard, were to go there you might find
out something about him."
"Well, I will go and ·have a look at him," Dick
rejoined. "I think I shall be able to determine
whether he is a humbug in a very short time."
Dick went away, the boys following at a little
distance so as not to arouse the suspicion of the
wooden legged man in case he was an enemy, as
Sam thought. He saw the man with the wooden
leg in front of the church, holding out his hat
to the passersby, sometimes r~ceiving small coins
and sometimes nothing, while occasionall y he got
a gruff word and a command to go and find work,
as even a man._ with a wooden leg ought to find
something. A couple of officers came out of the
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the bar, where he
church and stopped at the curb to talk, Dick the impostor having gone ainto
rush-botto med chair
noticing that the wooden-le gged man came to- could be seen sitting in
was presently
ward them slyly, not to beg, but to listen. One with his le~s extende~. Thea door
king ma:r;i
of the officers ha·p pened to turn, and at once the closed,, but m a few mmutes rough-loo
came m, the landlord saying to him, in an imman held out his hat to him and said:
"Kindly give a poor old soldier something , patient tone:
'.'You should not keep your betters waiting like
lieutenan t? I lost my leg in the service and can
this, Roger. The gentlema n has been here quite
do nothing."
"What regiU'ent were you in?" the officer ten minutes."
"Wen, what if he has?" with a snarl. "My
a sked.
·own and as
"I was with Lord · Stirling, sir, at the battle errand i·s quite as importan t as his
as well as he and
of Long Island, when Cornwalli s penned us in dangerou s. I serve the kind
at the yellow mill. I got across the S\qamp, but deserve as much considera tion."
"A spy, eh?" said Dick, who was busy eating
a spent ball struck my leg and I had a11 I could
heard anydo to get over. Afterwar d it h a d t o come off. an.d drinking, and _seemed not to have
the king, does
Ah! that was a terrible disaster! What shall we thmg that was said. "He serves with
the false
_ he? Then so does my. gentleman
do now, do you th;nk?"
importan t
an
made
have
I
think
I
leg:
"".ooden
dropped
officer
"I don't know," shortly, and the
discovery and I must learn all I can about this
a penny in the fellow's h at and walked away with pair
of precious gentlemen ." •
hi11 companio n;
man he had first seen presently came out
The
him:
to
Dick saw a constable coming, and said
landlord, who served Roger in the stall
the
with
leg?
"Do you see the man with the· wooden
taking a .seat opposite, and drew th~
other
the
B:e is as well able to work as you or !."
curtain. These did not shut out an
red
heavy
"H'm! so he is!" and the con1Stable went for- the sound, howev.er, and Dick heard the supposed
ward and said, sharply:
·
wooden-le gged man say:
"Come now, Timbertoe s, you have been here
been more successfu l than
have
you
hope
"I
Jong enough so you will to go to some other field. myself, Roger, in learning the strength of these
Why don't you get broom or basket making work rebels. There are a lot of impudent boys about
to be had and that you could do? A lusty fellow posing as soldiers, who have made me trouble'
like you should not beg. Come, be off, or--"
and then a meddling constable interfered with
The man was alreadv moving away and the me as I was about to learn something . I thinK
him.
upon
lost
was
rest of the constable 's speech
you ha<l better try the wooden-le gged business.
He went north and turned into Thames street, I am lame from it yet, and, besides, it is not the
the
of
west
the
going down to Lumber street, to
thing for a gentleman of my bearing to go into."
churchyar d, and entering a low groggery op"It's a pity about such gentlemen ! " muttered
the
on
along
posite the sugar house. Walking
·
Dick.
alley
little
opposite side of the street Dick saw a
that you are saying?" replied the
"What's
with
alongside the groggery and saw the man
other, sharply. " Do you insinuate that I am
the wooden leg come out at a side door and sit not a gentlema n, you ruffian?"
on a bench. Then he proceeded to unstrap his
"I said nothing, sir," muttered Roger.
wooden leg and stretch out a good one with a
Then the spy threw aside the curtains, but saw
sigh of i·elier.
no one near enough to have said what he had
"H'm! as I thought!" he muttered. "The fel- h eard. Dick, realizing what he had unwitting ly
low is an impostor, if no more. · I must learn done, and fearing detection, had slipped into the
next stall and drawn the curtain.
further concernin g him, if I can."
A boy came out of the side door, took the
wooden leg, with a laugh, and said something ,
Dick being unable to hear what it was, however.
The impostor stretched his legs, got up and walkCHAPTE R II. -Dick Discovers More Enemies.
. ed up and down for. a few minutes, and then
"Who was it, sir?" asked Roger.
took off his long-skirt ed coat, showing a shorter
"I don't know. There is some one going out,
one beneath it, and placed it on the ben ch. Thc>n
he came out of the aney, Dick stepping a side so and here is a plate and a cup. Some impudent
as not to be observed, and walked down to the chap, I suppose, who chanced to hear what I said.
river, where he looked around for a few mu•utes Wen, he heard nothing of importanc e." said:
The spy dosed the curtains again and
as if expecting some one, a nd then entered a
"We must learn the strength of the rebels and
tavern of somewha t better reputatio n than the
place he had left, but none too respectab le at just where their weakest p9int is. Try and get
acthat. Dick had fonowed him, and in a few mo- in with some of the · men and I will get are
ments he went into the tavern, carelessly , hear- quainted with some of the officers. Theresome
rich rebels here, and if we can get hold of
ing the man a sk:
their money so much the better."
of
yet?"
in
come
"Has Roger
the fellow is a thief as well as a spy,
"H'm!
him?
for
wait
you
Will
not.
"No, sir, he has
Dick. "And he calls himself a
thought
he?"
is
question
the
of
rest
the
and
Any news from--"
n!"
gentlema
the
and
voice
his
dropping
was lost, the man
Just then there _w as a footstep and the landtwo moving forward toward the door of the bar,
came to the stall and said, m a patronizi ng
lord
and
pewters
shining
beyond,
which could be seen
tone:
Dick
door.
the
through
polished brass showing
"Here are Mr. .Wendell and Mr. Minton, two
took a seat in the corner, near three or four
respectab le gentlemen and loyal subjects.
very
eat
to
something
for
curtained stalls, and caned
to help you, sir."
and drink~ being served by the landlord himself, They may be able
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"Show them in," said the other shortly.
with our force of five thousand men under Put"Tories," said Dick to himself.
nam, we are in no position to resist them."
Then he Jiea1'<i two men come up and enter
"It is not a very promising prospect, 1s it,
the stall, introductions following. The men talk- girls?" asked Bob.
ed over several robberies which they had planned
"But, brother, you do not think that we shall
and at last went away, Dick having take:r> note fail?" asked Edith, in an anxious tone.
of all the men whom they proposed robbing, and
"No, I do not, but it may be a long fight. We
meaning to warn them. He made his way out are determined; we are· in the right and our
of the tavern quietly and unobserved, the place cause mu st prevail. That is all there is about
being nearly deserted at the time and the candles it, my dea.r, and we are not discouraged and mean
not yet lighted, the landlord being busy in the to fight it out no matter how long it takes."
bar and not noticing him. It was dusk when
Then Dick said that they would have to leave,
he left the tavern and hurried up to Broadway but that they would see the girls to the home of
and so to the camp, which was on the Commons their friends in the city where they were stayat the upper end of the city. Dick· then told ing, and perhaps even remain a short time. They
what he had learned, the boys being greatly went with the girls to the house where they reinterested in the recital.
mained for. some time.
"We are on patrol duty, boys," said the young
captain, "guarding the city against enemies within as well as without. These good citizens, whose
CHAPTER III.-The Man With One Eye.
names I will give you, must be warned of their
danger and protected from thieves and evildoers.
Dick and Bob shortly afterward left the house
Those of you who have them on your rounds
will go to the houses and warn the citizens. At and walked up to Broadway, where they stopped
the same time, keep a sharp lookout for the ·for a moment and looked about them.
~'Go over to the river, Bob," said Dick, "and
thieves in other qual'ters and fol' the enemy's
spies. There were a number of the Liberty Boys I will go as far as Whitehall wharf and meet
on duty in various parts of the city at the time, you at Trinity Church in an hour. We rriay have
and these would be speediJ.y relieved by others, something to tell each other by that time."
"All right," said Bob, starting across the street.
who were soon to have their supper and set out.
Dick was about to follow when a man came
Patsy Brannigan, the Irish Liberty Boy, cor·poral and company cook, was about to blow the along at an unsteady gait, muttering to .himbugle to announce supper, when Phil Watel's, one self and evidently in an angTy mood. He nearly
ran into Dick and then stopped, balancing himof the boys, came running in ·and said :
"The young ladies are here, captain, and I self unsteadily, and said:
"Please have the kindness to give me a few
think they have come to supper."
The two girls we1·e Alice Estabrok and Edith pennies to get something t o eat 'and a night's
Slater, Alice being Bob's sister and the sweet- lodging, young sir? I have been turned out of
heart of Dick, while Edith reversed these rela- house and home and have not eaten anything
tions. Dick and Bob came forward to help the since yesterday."
Dick never refused charity to any one when
girls from their horses, and Dick said:
he
sa'w it was a . deserving case, but he knew in
"Blow your bugle, Patsy. You have co)l1e just a moment
that this was not one.
in time, girls, but I do not know that you will
"You
drank more than enough, if you
see much of us to-night, as we are on patrol have nothave
eaten,'~ he said.
"If you had money,
and I have an errand in the city. However, stay why did you
not buy food. insfuad of drink?"
to supper anyhow and then we will see how much
The man glare(! at Dick' and then muttered,
longer it will be."
l
angrily:
The girls enjoyed the supper very much, even
"What's that to you, you Tebel? I can do with
if Patsy had not known they were coming and my money as
I" choose."
had not prepared anything extra in their honor.
Then he went on, staggering from side to side,
Immediately after supper the boys detailed on and muttering
to himself, Dick crossing over to
patrol in the city went away, and Dick said the other side of
Broadway so as avoid -him. In
to the •girls:
•
front Of Trinity Church, as he approached, he
"I shall have to go to the city to get the re- saw a man with only one eye, or at all events
ports of the boys on duty and to look about for it seemed as if he had only one, as he wore a
myself. There are spies of the enemy lurking black patch and had a stick to walk with. A
about, and there are lawless men at work and man just ahead of Dick gave the fellow a coin
these must be watched. The times are very try- and went on, the l'ecipient mumbling something,
ing, for we do not know how soon the enemy and then turning to hold out his hand to some
may advance and endeavor to take the city. Hav- one coming in the other direction. At the Bowling Long Island and Staten Island, with their ing Green Dick met Paul Benson and Ned
ships in the bay, we do not know when they Knov.;lton, and said:
may come on."
"Well, boys, you have warned the people liv"And we expected .to have such a pleasant ing in the neighborhood of the intended robberies
visit," replied Edith.
to-night, have you?"
"Well, the city will be a great acquisition to
"Yes, captain,'' returned Ned, "and they will
the British," observed Dick, "and they will make be on the lookout. They were very grateful for
every effort to get it. Here are two rivel's, there the warning."
are their ships; they can land men from .Long
''. If you see a man with a patch over one eye,
Island and send vessels up both riveTs, and even soliciting alms, watch him. I have a notion

...
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that he is an impostor, but he may not be an
enemy, for all that. Such people are not to be
tolerated, however, and if you discover that he
is an impostor, warn him that if he continues
his swindling operations he will find himself in
the jail or the workhouse."
"Very well, captain. If we see him we will
find out whether be is a cheat or not," answered
Paul, and Dick went on toward the lower end of
the city.
He met a number of the boys and spoke to
them, getting no great amount of information,
but giving them the same instructions he had
given the others. It was not quite time for "him
to meet Bob when he reached the church, but as
he neared it, upon crossing the ·street,. he heard
a man say, with a sn'a.rl :
"Somebody must have found out the plan, for
I've been about, looking at some of the places
we were going to call ·at to-night, and they've
every one of 'em got on extra bars or a dog
or watchman, just as if they knew we was
coming."
Dick had paused in the shadow when he heard
the man's voice, and now from his place of concealment he could see that the other man was
the man with one eye.
"Yes," the first went on, "and there's blamed
young rebels all over town, wherever you go.
Roger tells the same story, and so do Minton
and Wendell. Do you suppose anybody suspects
anything?"
The man with one eye shook his head , and
just than another man came along and said :
"There's the mischief to pay, and we're cheated
out of a lot of money by those confounded young
rebels, who are keeping a closer watch than the
night. w.atch themselves, and there's no chance of
getting down an alley or around to the back door
of a house without their asking you your business, and we won't be able to do a thing. Some
one has been telling them things. for it's ve1·y
funny that they should be keeping this extra
watch just the time that we were 15oin t:(' to--"
There was a quick step heard a11d. turning,
the three men saw a boy in Continental uniform
approaching. and scattered in different directi on s.
The bov was Bob, and now Dick came f orward
and said:
"You came ii littl e ton soon, Bob, but, of
course, yon conld not he'n that as you could
not know that three precious rascals were holdinl! a crm Prence here."
·Diel<: then told what he had learned, and continued:
"I want to find out more ahout this one-eyed
man. I suspect from the little I have seen of
him that his eyes are as good as the other fellow's leP's, and that this patch is assumed chiefly
for purposes of disguise. I must find out more
about him."
"I ··ill keep a watch on him myself, Dick."
The boys took their way down Thames street,
and then into the narrower street, past the
sur,:ar house.
'This is not a very sweet-smelling place, fer
all that the sugar hou se is so close," muttered
Bob.
"Keep quiet, Bob, those fellows may be around
now," said Dick . "Follow me, but not t oo close."
Dick then went across the street, keeping in

the shadow, and made his way into the alley,
hearing low voices: There were three men sitting
at the side door of the groggery, the light from
which shone upon two of them, one· being the
man with one eye, and the other the fellow whom
Dick had seen in the street.
''The wife's cutting up r ough again," this man
said. "I tried to get some money out of her, and
two young rebels, an Irishman and a Dutchman,
interfered."
"Hallo ! Patsy and Carl must have had an adventure on the way home," thought Dick. "This
is the same drunken fellow I met."
"Was there any suspicious-looking fellows
around when you was talking things over?" asked the sot.
"Donno as there was," retu rned Roger. "Not
that I know of, Drake."
"Yes, there was," said the one-eyed man, taking off the patch.
"There was?" in great astonishment from both.
"Yes. Do you remember somebody saying that
it was a pity about such gentlemen as me, in
the tavern?"
"Why, yes, and we saw him going out when
you opened the curtains."
"And when he spoke out like that he got away
as quick as he could."
"To be sure!" grunted Drake.
"And he didn't go out," snarled the spy. "He
slid into one of the stalls next t o ours and heard
every ·word that we said."
"Huh! Who was he?" asked Roger.
"I don't know. It was not one of the young
rebels, for we'd have seen his uniform."
"No, that's so."
"H'm! I remember. The plate and cup were
on the table when we looked out. That was the
fellow. I'll bet it was Slater himself. They say
he can disguise himself so that the Liberty Boys
don't know him. That's the fellow that Howe
has offered five hundred pounds for, dead or
alive. Pll wager a hundred th.at it was he who
heard us. No wondei:. we can't do anything! We
should have been more watchful. I ought to be
suspiciou s of strangers in the places where we
go."
"'ille11, the fat' s in the fi re now, anyhow,"
growled Roger, ·~and we mav as well go home."
Then he suddenly started up the alley so unexpectedly that Dick had no time to get away
before being seen .
"By George! a rebel, listening to u s !" exclaimed Roger.
'
Gillingwater and the toper hurried forward,
the former recognizing Dick in a moment, the
light at the head of the alley falling upon his
face as he hurried out. He gave a whistle to
Bob, who came quickly across the street. The
three m.en rushed at Dick, but suddenly foun d
two young patriots confronting them instead of
one. Then Dick upset Drake, and Bob gave
Roger a blow that staggered him as he was running at Dick with a knife in hi s hand. The spy
shouted a quick alarm and hurried footsteps
were heard coming from the groggery and along
the street.
"Quick, Bob I" hissed Dick. "This is a perfect
nest of thieves and murderers! We must ge~
away at once!"
The boY:s r etreated to Thames street and then
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up to Broadway, where they were not followed.
The boys now made their way around among
the Liberty Boys on patrol, warning them against
the miscreants, and fi.nally returned to "the camp.
Here they learned nothing new, and later other
boys were sent out to take the places of those on
duty. When these came in they reported that
everythin~ seemed to be quiet and that they had
seen nothmg su spicious.
·
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"We can get you work out. of the city at my
home in Westchester. If you will leave the city,
the young ladres can get you all the work you
can do, and then we will see about getting your
husband work, if he really wishes to do better.
What does he do?"
"He is a carpenter and he understands the
care of horses and can do farm work."
"There will be plenty for him to do. Will you
be willing to leave the city at once?"
"Yes, I would go to-day if I thought it would
be the means of making James a better man."
CHAPTER IV.-The Spy Escapes.
"Very good. Do you want to take anything
with you?"
The next morning the constables visited the
"There is very little that I can take," sadly.
groggery in the little street back of the church "My husband has sold everything of value that
and also the tavern on the river, to look for the I had to buy drink."
members of the gang of thieves that Dick and
"We will supply you with better clothes at
the Liberty Boys, had discovered. None of the once," replied Alice, "and in the chaise those you
suspected men were found in the groggery, but have will not be noticed."
the place was ordered to be closed, a s its reputa· There were two men approaching whom neither
tion· was bad. Dick was walking past Partition Dick nor the girls noticed, nor did. the men nostreet during the forenoon, when a young woman tice them till they were right upon the boy.
came up to him and said:
"Something has got to be done, Minton," de"You are the captain of the Liberty Boys, the clared one.
young patriots who have been watching the city
"Yes, I know, Wendell, but what-"
and trying to get rid of the evil characters who
"I beg your pardon," said Dick. "I did n9t
infest certain parts of it?"
notice that I was obstructing the way."
"Yes, I am Captain Slater, of the Liberty
The men passed on and went down Broadway,
Boys."
muttering something, and Mrs. Drake said, when
"My name is Mary Drake, and I live down by they were out of hearing:
the river.
"Those men are Tories. One is named Minton
"My husband takes the money I earn and and the other Wendell."
spends it in drink. I will not give it to him, but
"I have heard of them," said Dick. "I shall
he sometimes finds it. He is worse than that, know them again if I see them. I don't believe
however, for I" believe he is one of a gang of they have very good reputations."
thieves, and I know he furnishes information to
"No, they have not. They are shrewd, graspthe enemy."
ing men, both of them."
"To a spy named Gillingwater, a man in the
"Well, if you will go with the young ladies,
employ of the British?"
"I don't know, but I heard him yesterday talk- Mrs. Drake, I will try to · do something with
ing to a wooden-legged man and telling him your husband, and will let you know as soon
·
something about the batteries here and the num- as I have accomplished anything."
"Thank you, Captain Slater," the woman reber of troops in the city."
"Then he may know something. Does he visit plied.
"We had better go back to the house, Dick,"
the barracks?"
"Yes, ·now and then, as he has a good many said Alice, "and tell the girls that we are going
away. You may come with u s, Mrs. Drake.
acquaintances there."
"Then we will havf) to keep him out of them. Our friends :will be glad to help you all they
I am ll.fraid your husband is getting into bad can."
Th~ .~iri s and Mrs. Drake then went off toways, Mrs. Drake. They may result seriously to
gether, going down the street after the two
him, if he is not careful."
·
"I wish he would be warned, but I can do noth- Tories.
"Those two men were mentioned in connection
ing with him when once he gets to drinking.
There is a man named Roger he goes with, who with the robberies to be committed," Dick sai d
plies him with liquor when he cannot get it him- to himself. "I must learn more about them."
Walking at a rapid pace, he saw the two men
self."
,
"He will never change as long as he associates ahead of him as he neared Trinity Churc.h, but
with such men," Dick replied. "We will have to before he could catch up with them they turned
get him away from them before there can be into Rector street, and when he reached , the corany hope of that, and then take him out of the ner they had disappeared.
city."
"Well, I shall know them when I see them
"I will do all I can," said the young woman. again," he murmured, and then he went on, seeAt that moment Alice and Edith came along ing the man Drake sitting on a bench at the
on their way to the camp. Dick stopped them- Bowling Green.
and said:
He went up to the man before the latter no"This is Mrs. Drake. Her husband has gotten ticed him and took a seat alongside him. Drake
into bad habits, but I believe that if we could was not in liquor at the time, although he showed
take him away from the city we would do better. the effects of it, and started to get up, unsteadily,
Is there any work that you can do, ma'am?"
glaring at Dick as he did so. He sat down
"Yes, I am a good needlewoman and there are again and Dick said, putting a hand on .. :s
other things I can do."
shoulder:
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"Wait a few moments, I want to talk to you;
James Drake."
"I don't talk to rebels!" growl~d the other.
"It may be better for you if you do," said
Dick, quietly. "Aren't you ashamed to treat
your wife as you do?"
"What do you know about that?" with a snarl.
"I will send you to a place where they will
not call you 'Drunken Jim Drake,' and where
you can get honest work and plenty of it. I believe you would be a decent man if you let · strong
drink alone. You have not a bad f.ace. Will
you go if I ·give you a chance? You will see
your wife again if you stick to work and don't
drink."
The man looked at Dick and muttered:
"How do I know I can trust you? You may
want to send me away and I may never see Mary
aga.i n."
"Are you afraid of Roger or Gillingwat er or
Minton and Windrell?" Dick asked. "Well, we
will take you away from all of them."
At that moment Dick saw a man walking across
the green whom he recognized as the British spy.
He was dressed as a well-to-do farmer, but Dick
knew him at once, having a remarkable memory
for faces and voices.
"There's you man Gillingwate r," he said quickly. "If you are afraid of him I will soon rid you
of him."
He started at once toward the spy, who saw
him coming, and suddenly changed pis course and
hurried toward the lower end of Broadway, where
there were some very fine houses with extensive
grounds about them. Dick increased his pace and,
seeing a number of soldiers approachin g, c.ried
out in a clear voice:
"Catch that fellow! He is a spy of the British I"
Then he ran on, the fugitive suddenly darting
through the gate of one of the fine houses and
running through the grounds. Dick and the soldiers were after him in a moment, the young captain in the lead and gaining on the spy. The latter ran toward the river, reached the palings at
the i·ear, tore away two or three and made his
escape through the breach. Dick was after him
without delay, but upon reaching the river saw
the man push out in a boat. Determined not to
let the fellow escape, Dick whipped out a pistol
and fired, the bullet carrying off the man's hat.
Then a boat containing some men got between
Dick and the other boat and prevented his firing.
"Catch the man in the boat, the_:(armer !" Dick
shouted, but the men did not understand at once,
and t!ie spy made his way up the river and was
too far l!l:t'l' by the time the others knew what was
/
wanted.
Dick n1ade his way alongshore to one of the side
streets, t<nt saw nothing of Gillingwate r, and by
the time he got back to the Bowling Green, Jim
Drake had disappeared .
"Well, I will see him again, no doubt," he said
to himself, "and some of the boys know him by
sight and will deliver any message I may give
them for him."
Returning up Broadway, he met Bob at John
street and told him of the intention of the girls
to leave the city without delay and the reason for
so doing.

"Well, it's all right to look after that unfortunate young woman," Bob replied, "but as far as
I know about the man, I don't believe it'll do him
any good. He is too far gone for reform now."
"I don't think so, Bob, l:mt, of course, I may
be mistaken. We have got to wait and see, that
is all."
"And you missed the spy, eh? He will probably
make his way to the enemy's ships, and we will
not see him again."
"I don't know about that, Bob. I think we
will."
"Well, at any rate, if we don't it will be a good
thing for Jim Drake, and maybe if he does not
see Roger and a lot other fellows and cannot get
any money he may keep sober. His wife will be
better off, anyhow."
The two young patriots were walking up
Brnadway at an easy gait and had just reached
Rector street when the two Tories Dick had seen
before turned into the main thoroughfa re, and,
seeing the boys, gave them an impudent stare
and crossed .the street.
"Did you see those men, Bob?" asked Dick.
"Yes, they looked as if they did not want to fail
to know u s when next they saw us."
"They are Tories and, if I am not mistaken,
have something to do with the plot we heard of
last night."
"H'm! I should judge they were Tories by the
scornful way in which they looked at us."
"I am not positive, Bob, but I know the f~
lows now and can watch them. Before I knew
only their names, but now .I know their faces and
voices, and if they are in this plot I will catch
them before long."
"I shall not forget them myself, Dick," said
Bob, who, later, had good cause to remember the
men.
CHAPTER V.-Bob in Trouble.
Dick Slater saw a number of the boys as he and
Bob went on and gave them instruction s to watch
the waterfront for the reappearan ce of•the spy
who, he did not doubt, would return ;to the city
when he thought it was safe.
"I do not think he intended to leave so soon,"
Dick said to Bob, "but I got after him, he had
his boat handy, and he made his escape while he
could."
Dick went to the camp with Bob, but set out
again something later with Mark Morrison, the
second lieutenant, accompanie d by Ben Spurlock,
Sam Sanderson and three or four other Liberty
Boys. Dick and Mark walked ahead, the others
following by couples a little behind, coming along
carelessly, as they were without their muskets
and were not on duty at the tim.e. As they were
walking down Broadway, Dick suddenly saw the
man Roger come out of Thames street, and said
to Mark:
"There is one of the spies now, catch him!"
Roger saw the boys and seemed to know that
· he was recognized, turning instantly and running
swiftly down the street. The boys put after him
at once, Ben, Sam and the rest followoing Dick
and Mark. Down the street ran Roger, intending
to turn into Lumber street, but he ...yas on the
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wrong side and would have to cross over. The
boys were on both sides of the street and Dick
ran ahead on the side where the other street
turned orf so as to get ahead of the spy. Seeing
himself intercepted, Roger ran on toward the
river, Dick getting ahead and calling to Ben and
Sam to foll ow him. In a short time the three
boys were ahead of the man, and then, at a signal
from Dick, they stopped and came toward Roger,
one on each side and Dick in the middle.
Mark and· the rest of the boys came on raJ?idly,
and the spy saw that he was cornered. He would
have run into a tavern, but Ben got to the door
first and prevented his escape. Then he drew an
ugly-looking knife and would have run at Ben
with it had not Harry Judson, who saw the move,
suddenly run in upon him from behina · and,
reaching over his shoulder, seized the weapon.
Roger turned and tried to clinch with Harry, but
now Ben and Sam ran in and he was a prisoner.
"We want you, Mr. Roger," said Dick quietly.
"Make no disturbance and come along without
trouble, or I will tell every one that you are a
spy. You well know what that means."
"I ain't a spy, captain," growled Roger. "I'm
a good citizen and as much a rebel as you are
yourself."
"Perhaps you ar.e," dryly, "for I do not call
myself a rebel at all. Good citizens do not frequent low groggeries, plan robberies and induce
others to dr ink and abuse their wives. Where is
Jim Drake?"
"I donno, and I don't careJ" snarlingly.
"How much has Gillingwater learned from you
since he has been here? By the way, I heard you
tell him yesterday that you were in the king's
service as much as he was. That was at the
tavern on the river."
"Huh! You was the fellow who was in the
stall listenin' to u s, hey?" muttered the man. "We
orter knowed better'n to talk before folks what
we didn't know."
The man thefl walked along doggedly, knowing
that there was no chance of his getting away, and
not caring to have a hue and cry raised in a city
where the bulk of the people were patriots. Dick
did not question him fur ther, but took him to a
barracks, where he was put under guard to be
questioned later.
"There .is that fellow disposed of," he said,
"and Gillingwater will miss one of his strongest
allies when he returns to the city. I would like to
catch the chief spy, and I hope to do so yet."
Dick and Mark then made their way over toward the East River, Ben and the others working
along the Hudson. Near the ferry steps Dick saw
Jim Drake standing in front of a tavern, but
looking more sober than when last seen. Stepping up to the man, Dick said in a quiet tone:
"You were not thinking or going in there, were
·
you, Drake?"
"I want something to eat," the man muttered.
• "Mary has gone away and there's nothing in the
house. She said she would leave me before, but
•.
she never did."
"If you want something to eat we will go in
here, but I will not pay for any liquor, Drake. I
wanted to talk"to you, but could not find you when
I got back."

I

"Did you catch him, captain?" asked Drake, as
Dick led the way into the tavern, going into the
coffee-room.
"No, he got away, but we caught Roger a short
time ago."
"H'm! You get him, did you?" and the man
seemed to be greatly relieved to hear the n ews.
"Yes, and he is locked up. We hope to get
Gillingwater when next he comes to the ·city."
The man said nothing, but seemed to be think.
ing, and Dick said:
"You will be better off out of the city, Drake.
I can get your work at your trade some miles
from here."
Drake seemed to be thinking, and Dick, finding
out what there was to eat that day, ordered some
for the man as well as_for himself and Mark.
"I thought maybe you wouldn't think I was
good enough to eat with you and the lieutenant,
captain," Drake presen"tly muttered.
"\Vhen you are yourself I have no objection at
all," Dick replied.
The man began to eat the food . placed before
him with considerable relish, and presently said,
with some hesitation:
"You sent Mary away .somewhere, didn't you,
·
cal!_tain ?"
"Yes, but you will see her again as soon as you
are yourself. She has gone where she can get
work and be among friends, but there is no reason why you should not ·be with her as long as
you are honest and sober and take care of yourself. That is not a hard bargain, is it?"
"No, it is not, and it is all right to make it. It
was all my fault, but--" and the man hesi•
tated.
"Never mind," said Dick. "You were tempted,
no doubt. However, the temptation will be r emoved now, and if you try you will get on all
right. You will have help, but much depends on
yourself."
Drake did not say anything for sofue time, being evidently absorbed in thought, but at length
he said hesitatingly:
"I was on Y,OUr side, the same as Mary, but
when I left the army the taste for drink was on
me and I didn't care which side I was on so long
as I could get it. Will Mary want me to go
back?"
"To the army? You would better get your
strength back first. Then, if you want to go back
and will keep sober, it may be as well. First, however, you had better show that you can be sober
and honest. I think you can, with your own efforts and some help from others. There will be
many to help you if you show a disposition to do
right."
"I suppose I can try," muttered Drake.
The food seemed to do him good, and the confidence that Dick put in him also had its effect, and
he arose, looking stronger in will than when he
had sat down.
"I'll try, captain," he said. "You might have
had me locked up, but you didn't. That was for
Mary, of course, I understand that, but at the
same time you showed that you were ready to
trust me and give me a chance, and I'll take it
and do the best I can. When shall I go? Pretty
soon?"
The man seemed anxious to l!ef. away from the
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city where he knew there was temptation, and
Dick answered :
"You can go at once if you will. There will° be
some one going up that way, or I can send two
of the boys with you. You will meet friends,
who will see that you get work at once, so that
you will not be idle."
"If people were going up with horses or a coach
I could take care of them," said Drake. "I understand that."
"Yes, so I have_ heard. Well, come with us
and will see what can be done about it. It may
be that we can make arrangements . immediately."
They went · up to a quiet little inn near the
Commons, where Dick was well known, and here,
as it happened, there was a party going up into
Westchester in a short time and Drake's services
were gladly accepted. Not being in drink and being trusted, the man seemed much more of a man
than he had been since Dick had made his acquaintance, and the young captain had hopes of
him. He spoke to the people in the coach about
him, and they promised to keep a watch upon him
as well as to help him keep his good r esolutions
and also to introduce him to the persons whom
Dick had in mind and who would give him work.
They all set off .at length, Dick taking the man's
·
hand and saying:
"You will be a man for Mary's sake, will you,
Drake?"
"Yes, captain," returned Drake, evi<l.ently
nioved, "and for yours. You are only a boy, but
you are more of a mai'i than I have \>een 1 will
do better, captain, you can trust me for that."
"Very good, that is all I want to know," and
Dick pressed the man's hand warmly and the
•
party left the inn.
"I think he will be bett er now,'' said Dick to
Mark when the coach had gone. "The man is
not so bad, but he has not a strong nature and
yields easily to temptation. With that removed
he will probably do better."
"It is not everybody who would take the trouble with him that you did, Dick," r eturned Mark.
"It was not for him so much as it was for his
wife, Mark," said Dick shortly.
"No, I suppose not, but not many would even
have considered the wife. Many would have said
that she had no business to marry a man like
tha t, a nd that as she had made her bed she could
lie in it."
"A practical but not very charitable way of
looking at it, Mark."
The boys returned to the camp at length and
something later, well on toward evening, Dick
went to the city with a number of the boys on
patrol, these being in uniform, with their muskets on their shoulders. Bob had gone off in disguise some time before this, intending to see what
he could learn of the two Tories, Minton and
Wend ell. He loo ~ed around in several places
wher e he thought he might find the men, and
finally set off down Rector street, where he and
Dick had seen the fellows. At the opening of
an alley he saw one of them 1 but did not know
which it was.
"There's one of those fellows now," he muttered. "He must live about here somewhere."
The man suddenly turned and saw Bob, seeming to r ecognize him despite his disguise.

"You miserable rebel!" he snarled. "You are
spying on me. What do you mean by it?"
"If you did not have a guilty conscience you
would never think of such a thing, Bob returned.
"How do you know I am spying on you? How
do you know that I am a rebel, as you say?"
"Because I saw you with Slater, the rebe, abd
I remember you. You cannot deny that you are
a rebel."
Then the man retreated into the alley and made
a motion a s if to draw a pistol. Bob leaped after
him, without thinking, and in a moment a man
sprang out from some hiding-place and struck
him upon the head. The young lieutenant was
stunned and fell in a limp mass to the ground.
"Quick, get rid of him! " said the man.
The two picked· Bob up and between them carried him to a house close by, the door of which
was open. Now it so happened that Dick and the
Liberty Boys wer e close at hand when this occurred. Dick saw Bob go into the alley and then
heard the sound of a fall.
"Th"ose fello ws have done something to Bob,''
he said excitedly. "Quick, boys, befor e any more
mischief is done !" '
The boys were all excitement in a moment.
"This way, ooys !" cried Dick, running down
the alley.
Then he caught sight of the two Tories carrying the unconscious Liber ty Boy into a house. At
once he gave the alarm and ran forward, sword
in hand. After him ran the boys, muskets in
hand an\} ready for action. The Tories saw Dick
and the boys, and dFopped Bob, who was a pretty
good load ;for them to carry, being a dead weight
in his unconscious condition. They dropped him
•on the walk and hurried away, some one in the
house whom Dick could not see closing and locking the door in a moment.
" Catch those f ellows, some of you!" cried Dick.
Ben, Sam, Harry and Will gave chase to the
Tories at once. Dick, with the rest, hurried forward and picked up Bob, who was beginning to
rega in consciousness. Then Diclv pounded on the
door with his sword, but got no answer.
"I know the house," he muttered, "and I will
shortly see whether they will r efuse to open to
the law or not."
CHAPTER :VI.-Overhearing a Plot. .
The four Liberty Boys gave chase to the two
To:ries, who quickly separated, going in different
directions, one running down a narrow, winding
alley, and the other diving into a sort of hole in
the wall, an arched passage leading to some inn er court. It was now evening and beginning to
grow dark, and the chances were that the men,
knowing the location well, would escape. Ben
and Sam dove, into <the hole in the wa ll, while
Harry and Will went down the alley after the
other Tory. They went to the end of. it out upon
the river front without seeing him, however, and •
judged that he had run into some house, which
had offered him a r efuge in his extremity, 'il;ie
people of the neighborhood not having the best
reputations.
Seeing nothing of the fugitive, the boys returned to where they had left Dick, Bob beinK
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now conscious and standing on his feet. Meanwhile Ben and Sam had run into the hole in the
wall, but upon reaching the e-0urt beyond, saw
nothing of the man for whom they were in search.
There were a number of houses whose doors
opened upon the court, but it would have been
useless to ask in any of them whether the Tory
had entered, there being no -0ne in sight, and the
boys went back to the other house. It was getting dark now, but Dick had sent for the constables, and in a short time three of them came up .
"The people in this house were going to kidnap
the lieutenant," explained Dick, "but fortunately
I saw them in time. They were going to carry
him in here, but ran away. The people of the
house will not answer me and the door is locked."
The constables pounded lustily upon the door,
but received no reply from within. Then a woman put her head out of a window of a house opposite and said sharply:
"There's no one living in that house. There's
only an old caretaker, who is as deaf as a hoe
and as blind as a m<ti!~, and if you can get anything out of her you are lucky."
Other people came out and told the same story,
and at length the door opened and a queer old
woman, bent nearly double, appeared, carrying a
.
lighted candle in her hand.
"Were you thinking of taking the place, gentlemen?" she asked, in a high, cracked voice. "It
is late to .show it to tenants. Come in the morning, when I shall be glad to show you over the
place ."
The look Dick got of the house thl'Ough the door
showed him that as far as he could see it was
bare and unfurnished.
"Where are Minton and Wendell?" asked Dick.
"Hunter and Wardlaw?" echoed the crone. "I
don't know any such persons~ gentlemen."
"Minton and Wendell!" shouted Dick in the
crone's ear.
"Water and fuel? Yes, there's a pump, but
you'll have to furnish your own fires."
Dick repeated the names in a louder voice.
''Minton and Wendell? I don't know any such
persons. Mr. Isaac Clapham, on Wall street, will
tell you all about the house. I am only the caretaker, gentlemen."
"Well, we must look about us," said the foremost constable, and the whole party entered the
house.
There were two rooms on the lower floor, furnished scantily for the use of the caretaker, but
all the others were bare, cold and unfurnished,
and Dick saw that he would learn nothing from
the old woman, who seemed honest enough, as far
as he could judge, but whose sight was bad and
her hearing worse. Whether she knew anything
of the two Tories or not they could not determine,
but, a nyhow, they were not there, and the1·e was
nothing to be done but to leave the house as t hey
found it.
"At any rate, we will h ave the place watched,"
declared Dick, "and if these men return they will
be arrested."
Bob suffered no ill effects from the blow he had
received, and now Dick went to the camp with
him, the boys going on patrol as they had intended.
"The spy is sure to come back,'' said.Dick, "<1nd
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these men we saw to-night must be searched for.
The boys know them by .sight now and will do all
they can to apprehend them. There are other
plots, no doubt, and we must endeavor to get at
the bottom of them."
Bob remained to look after the camp, and Dick
an~ Mark returned to the city to watch for the
spy and at the same time keep a watch on the
enemy, who were likely to make ·a move at any
time now. Dick left Mark at T r inity Church and
walked through Wall Street to Pearl a'nd down
into Hanover square, with no special object, and
yet having an idea that he might run across some
of the plotters or learn something about them.
He was in the square, walking along quietly,
when he heard some one say, in a low voice:
"There'll be a lot of. confusion and we can ply
a good trade."
"Yes, and the rebels will be accused of it so
that the redcoats can't enjoy the city when they
get it."
"We don't mind tbat, but how about the plot to
get hold of the rebel general that Tryon is at the
bottom of?"
Dick had stopped when he heard the voices,
and he now observed that the sound proceeded
from a partly open window close by, the two
.
speakers sitting in the dark.
"They may not know that the window is open,"
thought Dick,. "being in the dark. What plot is
this that Tryon is at the bottom of? Being deposed as Governor, he would naturally wish to do
all the harm he could, as that is his nature."
"That will be attended to when Gillingw.a ter
comes back," was the answer to the question last
heard.
"Well, but we can go on with ours?"
"Of course, and there won't be any meddlesome
young rebels to interfere with us, either."
"Perhaps they will," muttered Dick.
"What's that?" asked one of the men.
.Just then Dick heard a footstep, and then the
man whom he knew as Minton was heard to say :
"H'm ! What are you sitting in the dark for?
You've got a window open, too. Want fresh air,
do you?"
"Well, it's not cold, Minton."
"No, but any one might get in or hear all you
said."
"There's no one in the _treet,'' and the man
opened the window farther and looked out.
Dick had stepped into a deep doorway just before and was not seen.
"There's no one in the square, and it's hot with
the window shut and the blinds drawn," the man
muttered, as he put in his head and dl;ew the sash
down to within a few inches.
"Well, keep a lookout. We can't go back to the
house. The rebels are keeping a watch upon it.
We nearly had one of them, but that meddling
Slater had to be around with some of his young
rebels at the moment and interfered with us."
"H'm! They got Roger and drove Gillingwater
away in a hurry, and now they've made you
change your residence, and just when things were
wo rking all right for the success of our plots."
"They'll work all right yet," growled Minton,
and just then some one else ~tered, whom Dick
knew to be Wen dell as soon ag he spoke.
"Those young rebels have sent Drake out of the·
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city and captured· Roger,'' he sputtered .. "What
about distributi ng the combustib les and setting
fire to houses in twenty different parts of the city
at the same time? Drake would have helped in it
if we could have kept him filled with liquor."
"So that's the plot, is it?" was Dick's thought.
"We can do it yet, but we must find the men.
Some scare must be invented so as to get the
rebel general down to the city, and then we'll run
off with him. The Governor will pay well for this
work."
"It will be the first time Tryon ever did pay
well, then," muttered Dick. "He was always niggardly."
"Hey; what's that?" exclaimed Wendell. "Well,
maybe he was, but we will make him pay well this 1
time."
"Who said he was niggardly ?" asked Minton.
"That was none of us."
"Of co\.ll'se not,'' declared the two who had been
in the room at first when Dick came along.
"Some one is listening, " sputtered Wendell.
"Snut that window!"
Dick crept -back into the doorway, hearing some
one open the window and then close it tight and
draw the blinds. He came out of his hiding-pla ce
and walked away, hearing the door open and Minton say impatient ly:
"There is no one in sight. He may not have
--heard much."
Dick was · in another doorway, and as soon as
he heard the first door shut he walked away, saying to himself:
"These fellows are e.ngaged in a wicked plot
and we must foil it. It was fortunate that I
heard as much as I did."
He ha5i noted the house, and now he meant to
warn the authoritie s and have them visit the
place and arrest the inmates without delay. He
meant to go over to the general's headquar ters ii.t
once and report the case, but as he reached a tavern at a turn of the street a few rods ahead, a
man came out so suddenly JlS to nearly upset him.
The light shone in Dick's face, and at once the
man., who was heavily built, seized him and gave
· a sharp wh'istle. Dick recognize d him at once,
the fellow being no other than Gillingwa ter, the
spy. At once two or three men came out of the
tavern, and the spy hissed:
0
"Quick, in with him, it is Slater, the rebel !
by
seized
was
he
away
get
could
Dick
Before
three of the men and hurried within, along a dark
hall and then up a winding stairway to a room on
the floor above. Here one of the men lighted a
candle and placed it on the mantel over a small
fireplace, while the other two took a cloth from
the table ~nd fastened his arms behind his back
and tied him. to a chair with it. Then Gillingwater came into the room, looked at Dick with a
sneering laugh and said:
"Well, I was lucky in coming out when I did,
my young rebel. Who is in the lead now, I'd like
.
·
to know?"
"No one,'' replied Dick. "You are even with
me, in a way, but that is all. Do you know that
when I do not return the whole city will be
searched for me? The Liberty Boys are in all
quarters, looking for just such men as you and
Minton ·and Wendell. Roger is caught and will
be made to tell all he knows."

"Ha! And you think that your young rebels
,
will find you, eh?"
"To be sure, unless I escape first," he added.
"You have been making altogethe r too much
trouble for me lately, Slater," the spy muttered,
"and now that I have got you I do not intend to
let go of you. Our ships are at Governor 's Island
now, and it is an easy run across from Whitehal l
wharf. I think we will take you over there with
as little delay as possible and turn you over to
the authoritie s. There has been a reward offered
for your apprehens ion, you must know."
"Yes, General Howe would greatly like to see
me, I know," Dick returned quietly.
"Yes, and I -would very much like to handle
those five hundred pounds which he offers as soon
as possible. I think we will take you over there
to-night."
"There's some o' them shiners coming to us,
remember , governor, " one of the men muttered.
"We don't work for nothing."
·~of course not," replied the spy, who had forgotten about the men, his back being toward
them. "I expected to give you ten guineas
apiece."
"He had not intended to do anything of the
sort, men," said" Dick, who saw his advantag e.
"Get your money before I leave here or you never
will."
The spy glared at Dick and then said:
"Do not notice the rebel. 'You will get your
money as soon as the prisoner is delivered on
board the ship. You can't expect me to pay you
before I am paid myself, do you?"
"Then we'll go with you," the man answered ,
"and it's a shiner extra to each of us for rowing
you across. There's a big risk in that."
"All right, my man, you shall have it, but no
one pays his boatman in advance unless he's a
fool, and I am not in that category. Come below and we'll talk it over."
The men then left the room, locking the door
behind them and leaving Dick alone, but with lit·
tle chance of escaping.
"It is hardly likely that they will find this
place,'' the young pat_riot said to himself, "so I
must see what I can do for myself. I must never
go over to the ships, for once there I will stand
little chance of escaping. I must make my escape
somehow, but how, is the question. I can manage
this tablecloth well enough, but there is the house
to get out of. How will I manage that?"

CHAPTE R VIL-Dic k's Plucky Escape.
Dick had little trouble in freeing his hands,
and then untied the knots in the tablecloth and set
himself free. The next thing to think of was
·how to get out of the room, but here difficulties
began to present themselve s at once. The chimney was too small to climb up and the window
was nailed up, besides being quite small and high
up on the wall. The door was locked and there
was a bar on the outside, Dick having noticed this
when the men closed it.
"The door opens outward 'so that even if I managed to unlock it there would be the bar," he mul'mured. "The only possible way of escape that iI
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can see is to put out the light and when the men
come in knock them down with the chair and
then make a dash for it."
Dick's weapons had been taken from him and
all he had to defend himself with, therefore, was
the chair to which he had been bound.
"They won't think of my having gotten rid of
the tablecloth rope," he said, "and they will expect to find me sitting in the chair as I was when
they went' out. If I stand ready I ought to be
able to make a sudden rush and get out."
There was nothing with which he could pick the
lock and the door was too s.trong to break down
with the weapons at hand, and there seemed nothin$ for it, therefore, but to wait till some one
came to see him and then knock the fellow down
and escape. He waited patiently for half an hour,
and then, blowing out the candle, picked up the
chair and stood :pear the door, ready to make a
dash the instant it was opened. He had heard
steps in the hall outside and knew that some one
was coming to see him, perhaps to take him away.
As the steps halted outside the door, he picked up
the chair so as to have it ready the instant any
one came in. He heard the key turn in the lock,
and then heard the bar taken down, and in another mome.nt the door was opened outward and
two men were srnn, one with a lantern in his
hand, the other holding a pistol. The man "l.ith
the pistol was the spy, who said with a laugh:
"Ha! We knew what a slippery fellow you are,
Slater, and so came prepared. You may as well
put down the chair. You can't do anything with
it. We are going over to the ships, so you may as
well come along."
Then another man threw the door open, and
Dick saw that there were too many for him to
contend with, a fourth man being seen coming up.
the winding stairs at that moment. Dick put
down the ctiair, knowing that he woulq have to
defer h,is escape to another time. He went out,
therefore, and walked along· the hall and down
the stairs, with the spy at his side, one man ahead
and two behind. In the hall below one of the
men threw a black cloak over his shoulders, the
spy saying:
"Your uniform is a little too c onspicuous,
Slater, and might atti;act niore attention than we
care to get. It will be well for you to keep quiet,
also, as I have a pistol here which I shall not hesitate' to discharge if you call out to any one."
"You need not be afraid of my calling out, Mr.
Gillingwater," Dick replied shortly. "I know better than that."
"I am glad of it, for I want to deliver you alive
to the general, and it would be awkward carrying
a dead boy through the streets and over to the
ships."
Dick said nothing, and they left the heuse, taking care that no light shone upon them, and made
their way at once through the darkest streets to
the river, coming out a little to the eastward of
Whitehall wharf. Here they found a good-sized
boat with a man waiting in it and saying in a low
tone:
"Make haste, the young rebels on patrol are
coming, and they are worse than the night
.
watch/'
Dick was hurried into the b'oat, sitting in the
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middle with the spy beside him' and an oarsman
in front and behind him, respectively, another
steering. They glided out 'Upo·n the water, and
in a moment were swallowed up in the darkness.
Then Dick heard the familiar tramp of the Liberty Boys and at the same time felt the cold muzzle of a pistol pressed against his temples. In an
instant, as the back of the oarsman in front of
him was bent toward him, he suddenly threw out
his arms with a tremendous sweep and sent the
spy tumbling backward upon the man behind.
Then he planted both feet in the small of the back
of the man n front and sent him headlong upon
the next one. The boat began to rock and took
in water a stern, but in a moment Dick was on his
feet, and in another there was a splash. Coming
up in a short time at some little distance from
the boat, Dick called out:
"Hallo! Liberty Boys! Get a boat and go
after the spy. He has escaped in a boat!"
There was a shout from shore, and Mark was
heard calling:
"Hallo! Is that you, captain?"
"Yes, get a . boat and go after the spy."
Lights flashed alongshore, and Dick was guided
by them, shortly reaching the place where he had
left it in the boat. Mark called to him and met
him as he came out wringing wet, but suffering
no particular discomfort.
"Where were you, Dick?" Mark asked in some
surprise.
"On my way to the enemy's ships at Governor's
Island, but I thought I wouldn't go there."
"Spying on the enemy, Dick?"
"No, but taken there by one of their spies, the
man with the wooden leg and one eye."
Lights were fla shing on the water now, as boats
were sent out to look for the fugitives, but these
had made their way as rapidly as they could and
were now lost in the darkness. Whether any of
them had fallen overboard no one could tell, no
one being found, and the boat not being seen.
Mark was greatly interested in learning how Dick
had happened to be a prisoner, but the young captain despatched some of the boys to the house
where he had heard Minton and Wendell talking,
and others to the tavern where he had been a
prisoner. He described the two places so that
the boys could not mistake them, and then hurried off to the nearest place where he was known
to change his wet clothes for dry ones and then
join the boys. Mark, with half a dozen of the
Liberty Boys, made his way to t he tavern, but
could get no satisfaction out of the landlord. The
m an said that he did not know any one of the
name of Gillingwater , that he had lodgers nearly
all the time, that these &.id not often stay long,
generally not more than a night, that they were
often noisy, to which he paid little attention, anr!
that he never asked their names, being satisfied
if they paid in advance and did not set fire to his
house.
There had been some one on the floor above
that evening, he added, there being three or four
rooms there, but how they looked or what their
names were he could not tell. He claimed to be
a Whig, but said that he never enquired into the
politics of his lodgers or c'Ustomers, keeping a
public house and taking in all who compli<!d with
the rules and paid for what they got who~ they
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had it. He said that he knew of Dick Slater, although he did not know the young captain by
sight, and had seen no one in the Continental
uniform come into the tavern that night. The
housekeeper had told him that some of his lodgers had given up a room earlier in the evening,
he added, and that it had been let to another
party, who had applied soon afterward and was
then occupied. There· was clearly nothing upon
which they could hold the man, and with a warning to him to be more careful in regard to his
lodger s thereafter, Mark left the tavern and went
around to the other place.
Another party had· already been here, but in
some manner the Tories had taken the alarm, for
there was no one answering to their description
in the house. Dick himself arrived after they
had questioned the housekeeper and been through
the house, and so knew that they had gone to the
right place. Neither Minton nor Wendell nor
any of the other merr were found, and the woman said that she knew no such persons, that she
occasionally let out lodgings, and that the parlor
floor had been taken up to that evening by some
gentlemen who had gone out an hour before, leaving the city she had understood. She expressed
herself as greatly astonished that her guests
were open to suspicion, and declared that she had
never guessed it, as they paid well and were most
quiet and orderly persons. Dick could not disprove the woman's story, and as she appeared to
be a mQst respectable 'Old lady and expre ss~ d herself as being a good patriot, he was obliged to
accept what she told him and let it go at that.
"It may all be true, boys,"- he said when they
were out of hearing, "and she may know n.othing
of the men, but we cannot prove that it is not,
and that is all there is about it."
"But the house can be watched," said Mark.
"Yes, and it will be. These Tories are clever
scoundrels, but I am determined to hunt them
down if it is a possible thing, and not only thwar·t
their plots, but send them all to jail as well."
"As long as we know as much as we do about
them, it will hardly be possible for the plots to be
carried out now," Mark replied. "I wish we had
caught Gillingwater, but he is the slipperiest eel
of the lot and seems to defy capture."
Dick and Mark then returned to the camp, the
young captain detailing his adventures on the
way, Mark being greatly interested. They found
Patsy on guard when they entered the camp, the
young Irish lad being much surprised at seeing
Dick without his uniform.
"An' phwat happened ye, captain dear," he
asked . "Sure ye wint out all in yere uniforrum,
lookin' as foine as a gineral, an' ye do be comin'
back looking loike a farmer. Sure Oi do be thinkin' something happened to ye."
"Yes, there did, Patsy," Dick replied, "and
something more might have happened if I had
not been on the watch."
"More rascality on the part of those Tory spies,
Dick?" a sked Bob, who came forward at this moment.
.
"Yes, and more will happen if we are not on the
alert. However, we know of their schemes, and
I think will be able to prevent their being carried
out."
Bob wa~s much interested as Mark Morrison

,.

had been, and declared that it was a shame that
Gillingwater had escaped.
.
"Still, I don't suppose you could help it, Dick,''
he added . '' You had to get a way yourself, and
so you had to let him go."

·CHAPTER VIII.-Punishing the Enemy.
The Liberty Boys on patrol that night saw
nothing of any of the suspicious characters of
whom they were in search, and Dick knew that
they must be keeping "close, having taken alarm,
no doubt, from the thorough search that was being kept up, and also on account of the arrest of
some of their companions. The next day Roger
was questioned closely, and, being alarmed concerning his own fate, told many of the secrets
of the band of lawless men who' had been plotting again st the safety of the city.
He. confessed that Drake had simply been a
tool and had no real knowledge of what was going
on, but that Gillingwater, who was a secret agent
of Governor Tryon's, was at the head of the band
of whom Minton, Wendell and three or four
others, whose names Dick had not learned, 'were
prominent members. The keeper of the tavern
where Dick had been a prisoner for a short time
was also implicated, but the old lady· at the house
in Hanover Square knew nothing of the band,
her rooms being used simply as meeting places of
the conspirators. The tavern over on the west
side of the city was a regular rendezvous of the
band, Roger said, the landlord having combustibles stored in his cellar r eady for distribution as
soon as the plot was in good working order.
"We will get after these ruffian s at once," declared Dick. "I suspected that some of these men
who told such plausible stories were implicated,
but we had no evidence and SQ had to take their
stories as true. We will see what they will say
now when confronted with the truth."
Dick went with a party of the Liberty Boys
over to the tavern on the Hudson, sending Bob
with another detachment to the place near Corlear's hook. The landlord of the place that Dick
visited had not taken the alarm or had not been
warned, for he was found doing business as before, and, in the cellar, under or behind casks
and barrels, the boys came upon a lot of inflammable matter, w.hich needed but the touch of' a
match to make it burst into fierce flame. The man
pretended not to know of the presence of the stuff
there, saying that he had taken on the place from
. some one else who had said nothing about it. The
fellow's name was on the list furnished by Roger,
however, and when this was shown him he. turned
livid, called the man a traitor, and vowed that he
would have his revenge sooner or later. The
combustibles were thrown into the river, and the
man was sent to jail, his place being closed up.
Bob did not have the success thai; Dick did, for
the man in the other place had evidently taken
warning from the visit of the boys the night before, and had fled, the tavern being closed. Upon
searching the cellar more combustibles were
found, however, and these were thrown into the
river.
"Well, we have thus far prevented the carry-
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ing out of this heinous plot, at any rate,'' declared Dick, when he saw Bob, "and now we must
find out the other places wh~·e the. fires were to
be started and prevent mischief being done."
"The chief spy has escaped,'' replied Bob, "and
we aTe not sure that he will return to the city,
but there are others who are here, and we ought
·
to search them out and punish them."
"We intend to do so if possible," declared Dick,
"but they know us and that we are on their track,
and they will be wary. It will be some trouble
to get them now, but even if we can drive them
out snmething will have been accomplished."
"Put the boys to work,'' said Bob, "and we may
get the fellows yet."
"We will try, at any rate," rejoined Dick.
Dick shortly returned to the camp, leaving Bob
in the city to set the boys to work and keep an
eye on the enemy, who seemed to be making some
sort of move at Staten Island.

l 0·~

"Look out for a man with an odd disguise,
then," laughed Bob. "No wooden legs, for we
know them, but something else."
"The wooden legs would not do here, Bob, and
he is tnore apt to have a quiet appearance than
a noticeable one now, I think, for he will want to
attract as little attention as possible."
Several persons entered the place in the next
few minutes, but none who attracted the boys'
suspicions, many of them being known to Dick, in
fact. Dick waited ten minutes longer and · was
about to give it up as of no use, when two men
entered who he thought might be the Tories, although he failed to identify either of them thor ·
oughly as they came in.
"The man in the blue coat is of the same build
as Wend ell, Bob," he said, "but he is taller and
wears a beard."
"The beard might be false, Dick."
"To be sure, but it changes the man's f ace. I
won't say that it is Wendall, but there is something familiar about him."
"Could it be one of j;he men who were at the
CHAPTER IX.-Weeding Out the Enemy.
tavern last night, Di<!k? You did not get a very
good look at all of them, you know."
After dark Dick and Bob and some of the boys
"It might be, Bob. The one in brown I don't
disguised themselves and went into the city by know at all."
different routes and at various times, going by-The two men sat down at a little distance from
twos and threes, and in one or two cases singly. the boys and · ordered punch and long clay pipes
Dick and Bob went together, Ben and Sam going presently drinking and smoking with evident en~
in company, as did Harry and Will, and Arthur Joyment.
and Phil, Paul Benson and Walter .Tennings go'.'Tho~e D?en are not used to this place, Bob," ·
ing alone. The boys were to look al<mg the lower
part of the city, as this was considered by Dick said Dick m a few moments. "Their manners
the most likely place to find the Tories. Two or are not easy, and they are more accustomed to the
three were to watch the water front in case the groggeries along the river front than to places of
. spy should make an attempt to come to the city this sort. They may have been sent here by
again, as it was thought probable that he might, some one. You can see that they are looking all
the greater part .of the boys remaining in the over the place as if trying to get information."
"Yes, but they watch the officers more than any
streets back from the river. The boys that pa.
trolled the water front were dressed as sailors, one else."
"I have an idea, Bob," said Dick suddenly.
and would not excite suspicion if seen by the spy,
who was known to all of them. Dick and Bob "Follow me, but at a little distance, and wait for
looked like farmer boys on a visit to the city, and signals."
Dick arose and made hiS way over to the. table
not at all like the dashing soldiers they were, being dressed in homespun, with round hats, coarse where the two strangers sat, but as if he were
going to leave the room. H e sudd enly stopped".
wool hose and heavy shoes.
They went to the places where Dick had been however, when passing the table, and said to the,
the night before, but saw nothing of the Tories, man in the blue coat:
"Minto will be here soon, I suppose ?"
and then Dick led the way to Fraunces's tavern,
The man looked puzzled, and Dick continued:
on Pearl street, where it was thought likely the
"You have heard of Gillingwater, no doubt?"
men might go in the hope of learning something
Both men showed that they had, and the man
to. communicate to the enemy. .Dick saw a number of officers whom he knew in the tavern when in brown said quickly:
· "But Minton said you would wear a black coat.
he entered, the place being a great resort for
them, but he did not speak to them a11d was not He will be here shortly. We were not looking for
·
recognized. He and Bob sat in a corner where a farmer."
"No? Well, .one has 'to change sometimes. D i1!
they could see every one who entered, there being
no sign of the men they were looking for when you know that there are two of the Liberty ,Boys
here?" and Dick moved a chair, which was a sigthey came in.
_ "They may not come here in any event, Bob," nat to Bob.
"No, are thern? The rebels are all m e11, a ~ { ':.~
said Dick, "but I thought it just a s well to look
as I can see."
·
here."
"Be careful how you speak of rebels iu tJ-::s
"Yes, for there is a probability of their doing
so, and a certainty of Gillingwater's coming here, place. You met Dick Slater l ast night, did11 ' L
if he gets to the city and escapes the boys on you? You have put on a beard."
"Yes,'' with a laugh, as Bob suddenly caine up.
watch."
"Keep quiet," said Dick. "You men are spies
"He may have come to the city, Bob, and, as
you say, he is sure to visit this place to see what or some of Gillingwater's lawless gang. You are
going away from here shortly, but if you make
he can learn."
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any noise, I will tell all here who you are, and offer me a ..bribe!" furiously. "Come, Bob, let us
take these fellows away. We are attracting atit will go hard with you, I promise."
"Why, what joke is this?" muttered the man tention. Follow the lieutenant, Minton."
The Tory was sure if Dick told what he knew
in the blue coat. "You said that you were-------"
"No, I asked you if you had heard of him. I they would be roughly handled, and he and the
told you that there were some of the Liberty rest left the tavern with the boys. Outside Dick
Boys here. I am one of them. My name is Dick gave a peculiar call, and in a short time two or
th1·ee of the Liberty Boys -0n duty near by came
Slater."
The men both turned pale, and one of them up.
"This is Minto.n," said Dick. "These others are
dropped his pipe on the floor, where it was broken
accomplices of ·his. Take them ·a n to the gen.
in several pieces.
"Watch these fellows, Bob, that they do not eral's quarters. Disarm them, Ben Brand."
The prisoners were surrounded, and Ben.-Brand
signal to any of their friends," said Dick. "If
Minton and Wendell are coming we want to get quickly disarmed them, Dick then saying:
- "Take them away, boys. Get more boys if you
haJ.d of them!'
The boys sat down, facing the two men, arid need them. We want to catch the main member
with their backs to the door, but there was a mir- of this lawless band."
The boys marched the prisoners through Pearl
ror not far away in which the latter was reflected,
and before long Dick saw Minton come in, know- street, a signal from one of them presently telling
ing him in an instant, although he was well dis- Dick that more of the boys had been met and
were going with them.
guised.
"If we can catch the other fellows and Gilling"Beckon to Minton to come over here," said the
as easily as we caught these fellows, Bob,"
water
a
have
I
young patriot. "Give him warning, and
"we shall be fortunate."
Dick,
said
pistol in my pocket and my hand is on the trig"Yes, we made a good haul, but it is hardly
ger."
likely that we will do as well again," Bob reThe man in blue waved his hand to Minton, joined.
who came over to the table.
The boy's did not go back to the tavern, but
"Watch these fellows, Bob," said Dick.
it to watch for Gillingwater and
Then he arose as the Tory came forward. The waited near
expected to come to the place.
latter suddenly recognized him and turned a sick- Wendell,. whoinwere
shadow where they could see
the
stood
They
ly white.
one who went in, but could not be seen themany
"Keep quiet, Mr. Minton," said Dick. "You selves, keeping a sharp lookout for the men they
know the lieutenant? You were expecting Gil- wished to catch. Some of the Liberty Boys came
lingwater to-night? Your men here are not as along from time to time and reported quietly
clever as they might be. They betrayed them- without attracting any attention. It was getselves. I had been watching them, and I saw ting late and nothing had been seen of Gillingthat they were not used to the place, nor to act- water, when Mark came up and said :
ing as spies, either."
"Two or three ships have gone up the East
. Minton drew a long breath, looked at Dick, River, Dick, and there is some move going on at
and
pocket,
his
in
}\i.nd
a
who, he could see, had
the island. The enemy may be going to send a
then at Bob, who held a jfistol under the table, ship up the Hudson. It looks serious."
and said:
"Yes, so it does, Mark. You have seen nothing
"Well, you can't prove anything against me, of the spy?"
Slater."
"No, nothing."
"Oh, yes, I can. You attempted to abduct the
"We have caught Minton and two others, and
lieutenant here last evening over on the west side . Gillingwater is expected here, but we have not
of the city."
seen him yet."
"I did not. A ruffian struck him down, and my"He may have taken the alarm."
self and a ' friend of mine were carrying him into
"Possibly, but we will keep a lookout for him,
the house to revive him."
and he will hardly escape if he comes."
"Then why did you drop him and run when we
Mark went away and later Ben and some of
came up? However, we will take your version. the others who had accompanied Dick came up
There is another matter to be decided."
and reported that they had seen nothing of the
The Tory looked puzzled, and DiCk resumed:
spy or any of the suspected Tories.
"Last night in a house over on Hanover Square
"Two ships have gone up the Hudson," Ben reyou and Wendell and two others talked over a ported. "There is some move on the part of the
plot to burn the city and rob certain rich persons enemy, and I should not be surprised if they inin the confusio!h) There was also a plan to kid- tended to make an attack on the city before long."
nap General Washington talked over. The win"It looks like it, Ben," Dick replied, "but we
dow was open and--"
cannot tell yet. We must remain on patrol till we
The Tory's face grew livid and he seemed about get other orders."
to sink to the floor.
"Very well," and Ben went away, Dick telling
"The window was closed later and I did not him to remain near at hand so as to help take
hear all th~ conversation," Dick went on, "but I the spy if he should appear.
It was close on to the hour of closing the tavern
think I have told you enough to let you know that
I heard some of tt. There is a serious charge when Dick and Bob heard a signal from .one of
the boys which told them that one of the suspectagainst you, Mint~"
ed men was coming. They kept in the shadow,
"What do· you think it is wortli to let--"
"You miserable scoundrel, don't you dare to but advanced rapidly, presently seeing Wendell
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heard his footsteps and knew that he had not
a moment and looked around, Dick imitating the stopped at any of the turns so as to double when
barking of a dog. At once he and Bob and the his pursuer came on.
At the last turn he saw Gillingwater fly out
others closed in upon Wendell, who suddenly
found himself surrounded_ by boys. Some of th~se into Broad street, and in another moment he had
were in uniform, and he at once knew what the turned and was out of sight. Boli got to thf!
presence of the others meant. He attempted to alley a little too late, and he and Dick joined each
break through the line, but was stopped, Dick other, seeing the spy running up Broad street.
There was a night watch coming down the street,
saying:
"Not yet, Mr. Wendell. You are going with and Dick shouted to him to stop the spy. The
latter darted into a narrow street leading toward
u s."
"This is an outrage, you have no right to stop the Bowling Green before the watch reached it,
and Dick and Bob, seeeing him, ran over and folme," blustered the angry Tory.
"Oh, yes, we have," quietly. "We have the lowed him. They went through to the green withright to stop any one who is known to be an ene- out seeing the fellow, however, Bob saying in a
.
my and is plotting against the safety of the city. tone of disappointment:
"We have lost him, Dick, and it is getting on
We have already arrested Minton and two others
to-night, and expect to get Gillingwater as well." toward Sunday morning, when all good citizens
The Tory's face fell and he made no further re- are supposed to be in bed and asleep."
"It looks that way, Bob."
sistance, but went with the boys, Dick and Bob
"The watch will be "a fter us pretty soon, wantremaining to watch for the spy.
ing to know what we are doing out at this time of
night."
"W~ could explain that easily enough, Bob, but
CHAPTER _X.-Dick and Bob in Difficulties. ' what I want to know is how the fellow g ot away
from us."
"Dove into a dark doorway, perhaps, or maybe
It was late and there seemed little chance of
the spy's coming to the tavern, although he had he had friends at hand. There are all sorts of
been expected by Minton and Wendell. For ·all conjectures."
"Yes, and none of them will do us any good as
that Dick and Bob knew he may have- discovered
as the man has escaped. We may a s well g o
long
the
avoid
would
and
the arrest of the others
camp, Bob."
the
to
·
place.
"Yes, I suppose we might."
"We may not get him, Dick," muttered Bob.
"No, that is true, but we will wait something · They went back through the little street to
Broad street, however, making a thorough search,
longer. It was late when Wendell came."
At last they heard some one coming along but finding no trace of the man for whom. they
Pearl street from the east with a quick step, were in search. Then they went up to Wall street,
turned toward Broadway and went on up that
which Dick knew to be the spy's.
thoroughfare to the Commons. Some of the boys
"Here he is now, Bob," he whispered.
sho11tly came in, having been relieved by others,
"Yes, that is the fellow; I see him."
There was light enough to recognize the man but they had nothing else to report. They were
by, and the boys weht forward, keeping in the disappointed to learn that Gillingwater had esshadow. Gillingwater was within a few paces of caped, but took it philosophically, Ben Spurlock
them when the tavern door opened wide and a saying:
"Well, he always was slippery and he has sint··
flood of light fell upon Dick and Bob. In a moment a number of men came noiselessly down the ply proved the fact once more. He ,is a regular
steps. The spy saw the two boys, recognized eel, and we'll have to put sand on our hands to
Dick, and at once turned and fled up Pearl street. hold him."
big pistol would do as
'fhe men coming out got in the way of the boys,
"Maybe the sight of
and it was a few moments before they could get well," rejoined Sam.
out of the crowd. Then Gillingwl!,.ter was seen
"So it would if he were near enough," declared
running into a little alley without any name a H arry, "but the rascal · always seems to scent
little opposite.
trouble ahead and. get away."
"vYe may get him yet," declared Dick quietly,
"Run around on Broad street quick, Bob,"
"but I think we will have other matters to think
4issed Dick.
The alley turned and ended at Broad street a of shortly, _which will keep us from thinking too
short distance up, and that was why Dick spoke much about .him."
All the boys knew that D ick feared an attack
as fie did. He ran after the spy, darting into the
alley, pistol in hand, while Bob hurried into and they said nothing, the gravity of the occa ..
Broad street to head the man off. The alley was sion keeping them silent. The next morning, the
short, but winding, there · :were no houses facing day promising to be warm and sultry, Dick and
on it, and there was no refuge for any one in it, Bob set out to "go to early services at old Trinity,
and the spy could not escape in that way, there- Dick saying to Mark, who was lt?ft in charge of
fore. He had gone into it so as to make a short the camp:
"I don't know what may happen, lieutenant, becut into Br oad street, and Dick, by sending Bob
the other way, hoped to intercept him. He fairly fore we return, but use your judgment. It may
flew- afier the fellow himself and would have be necessary to leave the city, so do as you thit1k
·
fired· but for the turns in the alley, which ren- best."
They were nearly at the church when th'~ ~
dered a shot futile. He did not see the man, but

by the light from the windows. The man stopped

-.
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heard the sound of cannonading somewhere in the
upper part of the island, this being continued as
if there were a steady bombardment. Then the
sound of tiring was heard from the Hudson side,
but at some <11stance, the first firing, which was
on the E;ast ltiver side, keeping up .c ontinuously.
"The enemy have landed troops somewhere up
on the island,'I said Dick, "and are covering them
with the guns from the ships."
"That must be it," muttered Bob. "We must
get back to the camp, Dick, without delay."
"Yes, we must."
The boys began to r~race their steps, the
sound of the firing at the upper part of the
island being continuous. Men and women came
hurrying from their houses or from the church,
every one was asking ·questions or crying out in
alarm, and there was the greatest confusion
everywhere.
The boys hurrie<l on and seemed to be getting
away from the crowd when suddenly from one of
the side streets came a crowd of men, rough-looking fellows, led by Gillingwater, the spy. The
man caught siitht of the two patriot boys in an
instant.
"Ahal Here are the very young rebels we
want!" he cried. "Seize the fellows! There is
a big reward for them both!"
"Run, Bob," said Dick; "never mind me."
"No, I can't, Dick," muttered Bob, knocking
down a big fellow who ran at him with a stick.
Dick sent another reeling, but there was dagen
of their being surrounded, especially ·as Gillingwater was shouting:
"Catch the rebels! Don't let them get away!
Catch them! That is Dick Slater, with a price
on his headr!" ·
Other lawless characters were coming from different directions, and now ;Dick pointed across
the street and started on a run, Bob close beside
him. Gillingwater set up a shout and set out in
pursuit, the crowd following him, lured 011 by
the promise of a reward.
"Who is running away now, you rebels?" he
shouted. "Hallo I. Stop the rebels!"
"Down the street, Bob," hissed Dick, suddenly
turning and running back toward the church. The
crowd had supposed they would go up Broadway
instead of down, and both parties were surging
in that direction. When the boys turned and went
the other way there was a good deal of confusion,
the two parties coming together and many fights
ensuing. A young man with a blue coat was set
upon in mistake for one of the boys and quite
roughly handled before his assaila11ts were convinced of their mistake.
There was a quiet little inn up in the neighborhood of the Commons where the boys were
well known, and Dick hoped to work his way
around it through side streets, after throwing off
pursuit. Gillingwater quickly detached himself
from the tangle, saw which way the boys had
gone and cried loudly:
"There they go, the rebels! Quick, make haste,
this way, don't let them get away from us. There
Is a big reward for them."
The wily fellow knew that if he kept the idea
of a reward constantly before the crowd he could
get it to do whatever he chose. The men quickly
turned and set out after the boys, and now, un-

fortunately, a lot of evil-looking fellows came up
from Thames sti·eet and the streets in the neighborhood and heard the outcry.
"Back again, Bob,'' said Dick, seeing that they
could not get away from this new enemy. "Over
to Wall Street, quick, and through to Nassau.
We may throw them off by going through the
Courthouse."
"Will it be open on Sunday, Dick?" shortly.
"The rotundas, I thin!k, but we can see when we
get to it. It may not be necessary."
Across the street ran the boys and into Wall
Street ahead of the pursuing crowd, which wasnow larger than before. Taking advantage of
the confusion, there were many lawless men and
boys, both Whig and Tory, who were ready. for
any act of violence, and many of tl,iese did not
even know that two Liberty Boys were being purSl!_ed, but joined in the chase simply for the excitement of it. These could do as much mischief
as the Tories and outlaws, and Dick knew that he
must throw them off the scent as soon as po;;sible.
Along Wall Street they ran, gaining a lead on the
crowd which had only Gillingwater to lead it, and
the members of which were constantly getting
into fights among themselves. They reached the
_ City Hall at the corner of Wall and Nassau
streets well ahead of the crowd and turned the
corner rapidly, running up toward John street.
Gillingwater got ahead of the crowd, ran into
Nassau street, saw the 4boys running, and at once
raised an- outcry. The boys darted down a narrow street where Cedar street now is, and hurried toward Broadway. There were houses with
gardens about them on the street, and Dick said
quickly:
"Over the fence, Bob, and through the garden.
We must throw that fellow off the track or t here
will be no peace."
Over the fence went the boys, running th rough
the garden and around the side of the house toward a stone wall in the rear, getting trees between them and the street they had left. Behind
the house they heard the yells of the crowd, but
they had thiown off pursuit for the time and
now, finding a wooden door in the wall, opened it
and ran out, shutting it behind them. They were
now in a quiet street, with no one- fo sight, and
went on in the direction of. Broadway, hoping to
be above the crowd by this time and so safe. They
.took a little alley leading to Liberty street ·and
then turned toward Nai1Sau street, hoping by
taking a circuitous route to throw their pursuers
off the track. They at length got into Broadway, but here they met a crowd of men to whom
the sight of their uniforms was offensive, and
they were obliged to run for it.
"We mu st get to the tavern and change our
clothes, Bob,'' said Dick. "We are not safe in
uniform now."
The crowd was satisfied with driving the boys
away and did not pursue them, not being led by
a man like Gillingwater, who was an acknowledged enemy. They got into a side street, worked
around to the inn and, entered unobserved.
CHAPT]i;R XL-Left in the City.
Dick and Bob had used up considerable time
in finally getting to a place of safety, stopping
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in quiet places when they heard or saw any confusion ahead of them, and waited till it was safe
to go on. Once or twice they made a detom~
which they had not intended to make on account
of the disorder in town, but at length they
reached the little inn, where they were safe at
last, as Bob had said. They were well known in
the place, all of the people in which were stanch
patriots and ready to help them in any way they
could.
_
"These are bad times for the patriots, captain,''
maid the landlord.
"Yes, i_n deed,'' Dick rejoined, "but I feared tha~
something of this sort was soon to occur.!'
Dick then told how they had hapened to be left
behind and of their escape from the spy.
"We must get disguises and leave the city as
moon as we can/' he continued. "Are there any
American troops still in the city?"
"No, it · has been evacuated· and there is great
confusion. I fear that it would not be safe for
you to attempt to leave now, even in disguise.
This man you speak of will be on the watch for
you and will let no opportunity pass of capturilfg
you."
·
"He will want to get revenge for the chases we
have given him,'' muttered Bob. "We have made
him .a good deal of trouble, and he will want to
get even with us for it."
"No doubt,'' murmured Dick. "Do you know
if the Liberty Boys have left their camp?"
"Yes, they went some time ago."
Later one of the servants con~cted with the
inn came in and said:
_
"The city is full of redcoats. It is very difficult for any one tcf leave, passes ar~ hard to get
and are frequently refused, and every one not
known to be in sympathy with the British cause
is regarded with suspicion and in many cases
even threatened with imprisonment."
Still later some one came in and said that the
British had drawn their lines right across the
island, and np one was allowed to get through
without a pass issued by the general in command
in the city.
"Well, we wo,H't try to get away now,'' observed Dick. "T)le Liberty Boys are safe, no
doubt, and will bd looking for us after a reasonable time, so we may as well make our minds
easy, Bob, and wait for a good chance to get
away."
,
The boys had aheady laid aside their uniforms
and now looked like two ordinary boys, not venturing out of doors that day, however. The landlord and the people in the house made them comfortable and would do so indefinitely, although
Dick did not mean to stay any longer than necessary. When it was dark Dick determined to go
out and see what chance there might be for leaving the city. He was in ordinary attire and not
likely to attract attention, but he was on the
alert just the same, not knowing when he might
run across an enemy.
Although it was Sunday evening there was
none of the Sabbath quiet in the city that was
ordinarily noticed, the streets being thronged and
every one being full of excitement. Dick kept
out of the crowd as much as he could, although
at times he was unable to avoid it. At Partition
street the people coming out of early church
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service were jostled by laughing, tipsy, excited
men and boys, and for a moment there seemed
as if there might be trouble. Dick, caught in the
crowd, was trying to get out of it when he heard
some oni say :
. "A sq'Uad of soldiers would soon teach these
rebels manner::. It is a great pity that they are
not called out."
Dick recognized the voice as that o'f Gillingwater in a moment, and, lowering his head suddenly, pushetl forwlj-rd and sent the man into the
gutter, where he was laughed at by the crowd.
"What' rebel did that?" he cried angrily.
"The rebel that you put in your stomach at the
tavern below," laughed one. "It's been fighting
your legs and your head ever since and setting
one against the other."
Dick got away without being seen by the spy,
and kept a sharp lookout for any one else who
might know him. There was considerable disorder, although it was Sunday night, and at length
Dick thought it better to return to the inn and
not go out again that night. He was returning
along Broadway when a house do.o r was opened
and a 'flood of light fell upon him, just as he noticed the familiar figure of the spy coming toward him. Gil~ingwater saw him and started in
surprise.
"Catch the spy, the man in the bottle-green
coat!" cried Dick, in an instant, before Gilling,
water could open his mouth.
The spy was in the light as well as Dick, and
several men near him noticed him and heard what
the yaung patriot said. Three or four men
sprang at and seized him, while Dick slipped
away and was speedily lost in the crowd.
There was some excitement for a short time,
but the spy managed to satisfy the crowd that he ·
was not an enemy, a number of redcoats coming
along who were able to vouch for him. By this
time, however, Dick was out of danger and congratulating himself on his fortunate esc8.!l.e. His
ready wit had saved him and Gillingwater was
, forced to admit that it had been a very clever
move on the young patriot's part.
Dick reached the inn without further incident
and told Bob what had happened. The boys did
not go out again that night, but remained indoors,
going to bed early and getting a good rest after
the exciting events of the day. The next day Dick
decided not to go out until he had heard of the
condition of affairs in the city and had learned
whether it was safe or not. Some of the people
reported that it was quieter, but that there were
redcoats everywhere and that some of them might
know Dick. Dick disguised himself after a while
and went out, looking like an ordinary city boy,
with his hair brushed over his forehead and
stooping as he walked, which was quite unlike
him. He found the streets gene;rally quiet, there
being few citizens about, the military largely predominating. He carried a basket on his arm as if
going on an errand, and few noticed him, no one
speaking to him, as he seemed of. too little importance. He walked as far as Trinity Church, seeing nothing of Gillingwater, who was probably at
the barracks, having little to do. As he was
about to turn to go back he saw Minton in shabby clothes and looking as if he suspected every
one he met coming toward him.
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"Hallo! How d .d that fellow get out?" he
thought. "Escaped in the confusion, I suppose."
He turned at once and went into the church,
presently noticing that the Tory had followed
him. It was somewhat dark in the chJrch, and
Minton; who did not seem to have followed Dick
intentionally, did not see the boy. Dick slipped
into a pew and lowered his head, keeping a watch
upon the Tory, however, to see if the latter had
noticed him. The man walked forward several
pews, and in a short time Dick slipped out quietly, attracting no attention.
Then he left the church and started up Broadway, keeping a lookout for enemies. He saw none
who knew him, and reached the house without
incident, finding Bob anxiously awaiting his return and glad to see him again,. having had a
fear that something might happen to him.
"Things are getting quieter, Bob," Dick said,
as he told of his ad¥errtur e, "and I think that we
might shortly take the risk of going out again
and looking about u s. We mu st try to get away
tG-day, for Mark and the boys wiil be worrying
about us and sending some one down to look for
u s."
"You will have to get passes," declared the
landlord, "but I think I can manage that. There
is a · friend of mine who arranges it, knowing
some one in the war office, and for a slight sum
any sort of pass may be procured."
"We will go and see him shortly,'' replied Dick.
After a time the boys went out, t a king care
that there was no one in t h e st reet who might see
them come out and perhaps suspect them. They
got away without trouble and r eached Broadway,
going across and down to John street, where the
landlord's friend live d. He was not at home at
the time and the boys went a way, promising to
call later for the passes, Dick h aving told what
he wanted. They set off down Broadway, carelessly going down on th e East Side a s far as Wall
Street, and then crossing over a nd going up on
the West Eide. They attracted no attention, being just two ordinary boys, appa r ently, and very.
few whom they met gave them a secona glance.
They were about opposite Maiden lane, when Dick
saw some one in front of him who attracted his
immediate attention, Bob being abstracted and
noticing little or nothing. The man wore an undress uniform and was none other than Gillingwa ter.
CHAPTER XII.-A Bold Capture.
"There he is now, Bob!" said Dick suddenly,
in a whisper.
"Wtto? Where?" asked Bob, his thoughts for
the moment being elsewhere.
"Gillingwater. Just there ahead! Don't you
see him?"
Gillingwater was walking' along leisurely, thoroughly at home and at ease in the city, now that
the British were in possession, and there being
no longer any need of caution, as he supposed.
"We must get him before he knows we are
anywhere around," said Dick in a low tone. "You
walk up quietly on one side, and I will go on the
other, Bob. Have your pistol ready."
It was but an instant late when Gillingwater

heard his name pronounced in a low tone, and he
turned to find the captain of the Liberty Boys at
his side, and felt a pistol pressed against his ribs.
At the same instant he became conscious of the
fact that some one was on his left also, and one
look showed him that the first lieutenant of the
Liberty Boys had him covered with a pistol.
"Moake a move or call for help and you are a
dead man!" warned Dick, and there was that in
the tone and manner of the young captain that
convinced Gillingwater that the words were no
idle threat.
' The two boys carried their pistols in their
sleeves after having shown the British spy that
they had them, but reminded him constantly of
their presence by a pressure against his side,. so
there was nothing in the appearance of the three
walking along Broadway to attract attention.
Dick directed their steps toward the inn near
the Commons, though there were redcoats here
and there on the thoroughfare. Gillingwater
went along quietly, his eyes on his compatriots,
whom he had no idea of passing without signalDick
ing in a quiet manner far assistance.
divined his intention, however, though he kept
silence, even when the prisoner attempted to
start a conversation in order to divert his captor's
attention.
"How was it that you two remained in the
city ? I should think you would be afraid of
being captured. It will go hard with you both,"
he said, "for you are both well known as rebel
spies, and you will be shown no quarter."
"You need not remind u s of thait," replied Bob,
who was mo re impulsive tha11 Dick. "We know
your method s too well to expect even simple jus· ·
tice at your ha nds."
"Then w hy didn 't you get away while you had
a chance?"
· "We had some things to attend to first, and this
was one of them," replied Bob, grimly, at the
s ame time slipping hi s hand through ftie other':;
arm and Jetting him feel the pistol ba n e!.
They had not gone far before Dick saw a big,
pompous-looking redcoat approaching, taking up
a large portion of the walk, and, from his uniform, knew him to be an officer. Gillingwater
also recognized him, and Dick could tell frum
the brightep.ing of his countenance that he expected to get help.
"Do you know that officer?" he asked.
"What is that to you?" the other answered,
insolently.
"Yo~ will find out what it is to you if you
don't answer, and not only that, if you do not
carry out my instructions implicitly,'' replied
Dick, with deci sion.
"What do you want me to do?" he asked, in a
surly manner.
"Tell the gentleman that you are required to
go to the other end of the island with two attendants,'' was the answer.
As they approached the British officer, Gillingwater saluted, the two boys following his example, but in an ,a wkward manner, which salutes
the officer barely acknowledged, and would have
passed on if his way had not been blocked.
"Will you kindly give me a pass, sir?" began
Gillingwater, but in a maimer that caused the
redcoat to look at him rather suspiciously.
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"-P ass ?" repeated the officer, in a supercilious Tossing them a coin each. Dick led the way to
the street, and then with Gillingwater in the
tone. "And for whom, if I may ask."
"For myself and two companions," was the middle the three trotted up the road in the direction of the upper part of the island. Dick kept
reply.
"And do I know you?" and the officer raised his a sharl! lookout that Gillingwater did not signal
to ariy ' friend whom they might meet, and was
monocle to his eye.
"Have you fotgotten Gillingwater?" exclaimed glad to think that so far as he knew there were
the man, reddening at the snub before the 'two no persons in the city likely to recognize himself.
They went more quickly as they proceeded farboys.
"Gillingwater? Ah, yes, to be sure? I think ther away from the lower part of the city, and
were not long before they reached the lower
I remember. you now."
lines. Here Dick showed his pass and it seemed
had
I
that
"You were once pleased to consider
the single word "Howe" had a magic ef rendered important service in the matter of--" · a s .if for
they were iat once allowed to proceed.
fect,
now,
·you
"Ah, yes, to be sure! I do remei:p.ber
li;ies h~d been passed without any diffibut, you know, there are so many, and a busy The lower
culty, but Dick was not so sure of getting th r ough
man like me, with so many matters of importance the
upper ones so easily. They were now in the
cannot be expected to recollect everything on the
m~~t of their enemies, and a single word from
instant. And how can I serve you?"
~e allowed to utter it, might
Gillingwater repeated his request, and the - Gillmgwater.' were
undomg, but Dick resolved that
pompous redcoat took out a notebook, wrote le1td to their
not have the opportunity to utter that
something on a leaf, which he tore out and he should
W6fd. Gillingwater had not considered
handed to Gillingwater and then passed on, with singlesitua~ion
desperate _until . now, when they
a patronizing wavE! of the hand. Dick waited the nearmg the
Imes, iand he knew if he
for the redcoat to pass on, and then held out were to escape atupper
least for a time the con sewere
his hand for the slip of paper.
quences of his many misdeeds it must be before
"What will it be worth to me to give up this they passed the lines; besides, if he were able
freedom?"
"My
asked.
spy
pass ?" the
to effect the arrest of the captain and first lieu"That slip of paper is worth a;bsolutely noth- tenant of the LLberty Boys, he knew his reward
tf
but
mine,
or
hands
your
ing to you, either in
would be great.
you don't immediately give it up you will have . At length he espied some redcoats appr oachlittle time to regret it."
mg them on horseback, and he felt that his last
Gillingwater put it into Dick's hand without chance had come. Every nerve on the alert, he
way,
their
on
further protest, a:rfd they continued
w atched till they came within hailing distance,
Dick slipping the paper into his pocket after a but a look on either side convinced him that t o
quick glance at its contents. They continued cry out would be his death signal. He continued
on their way to the tavern , where the sight of a to. ride on apathetically as he had been doing,
man in British uniform created some little con- with dr ooping head and slack rein, until almost
sternation till Dick gave the landlord a quick look abreast of the redcoats, who would pass on withof intelligence.
out a second glance at the three riders were not
"Give us a private room," he said, "and dinner their attention attracted. When abreast of the
for the three of us. We will leave the city for emost r iders, Gillingwater suddenly tightened
shortly."
his reins, dug spurs into his horse and opened his
The landlord led the way to a private room mouth to cry out.
•
and Dick explained, briefly, who Gillingwater
was, and his 'intention of taking him through the
lines. While waiting for the meal to be served,
CHAPTER XIII.4 he Last of Gillingw a~e r.
he took out the pass and read it again. _It was
his
and
Gillingwater
pass
to
order
an
simply
In an instant, however, Bob h ad seized his
'two companions through the lower and upper
by the bridle, and Dick's pistol wa s at his
horse
being
letter
the
"Howson,"
signed
was
lines, and
temple.
ald
ha
bread
Their
slip.
the
scrawled across
"It will not be safe for you to try that again,
ready been placed on th table, and Dick, breakDick, quietly.
ing off a piece, carefully erased with it the let- Gillingwater," said
•
Gillingwater did not attempt to shout.
ters "son" and wrote in the place the single letbe?"
it
ll
sha
road
which
captain,
right,
"All
read.
to
Bob
to
t er "e," and then passed it over
·
While they wer e eating Dick ordered horses for was his response.
"We m~ght be detained if we continue on this
their departure from the city, as they would
road, and I think it would be more prudent fo
leave immediately after dinner. our old routes."
Gillingwater's appetite did not appear to be cross the island by one of
"Afraid, eh?" sneered Gillingwat er , who tried
very hearty, but this fact did not disturb the two
boys who, however , kept a strict watch that h..e to keep up his air of bravado in spite of the fact
did not use his hands for any other purpose that he felt himself change color.
Dick made no answer, but turning his horse's
than eating and drinking, every motion of his
the horse
toward his pistol belt being instantly arrested. head, with his hand on the bridle rein ofthe
woods,
Dinner eaten, Dick paid the score and then with their prisoner was riding, he entered
Bob on one side of Gillingwater and Dick on the through which their road was now leading. They
ot her they left the room, going out t o where made their way through the woods for some dishorses awaited them. Dick and Bob then relieved tance without speaking, and then Gillingwater
Gillingwa ter of his pistols, but performing the said, with an attempt at a sneer:
"If I may be permitted to ask, may I inquire
action so quietly that it passed unobserved by
the stable boys who were holding the horses. whither our way is taking us'l"
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"There is no reason why you should not ask,"
replied Dick, coolly, "nor is there any reason
now why I should not give you the information
desired. The lines cannot be extended across the
island at its upper end quite so soon, and I can
take you by means of a way unknown to all but
a very few where we can get beyond the lines
without passing through them."
Gillingwater's countenance fell, .for he had been
counting on a last chance when they reached the
lines to make a dash for liberty. . The way was
growing more and more difficult, for more than
once one or another of the horses floundered in
the morass and had to be helped onto firmer soil,
and then suddenly Gillingwater fell forward on
his horse's neck so heavily as to make his animal almost fa.11, and before Dick or Bob could
prevent, for he was a large man, he rolled off the
horse to the ground, where he lay a s though dead.
A quick examination soon convinced Dick that
the man was shamming, so he said quietly to BJb:
"Gillingwater evidently has made his choice
and would rather die here than take further
chances. As we · cannot now afford to waste any
more time, we will grant him his wish. But in
order to make sure, we will both fire a shot into
him. When I count three and say fire, shoot!"
But before Dick had a chance to utter the
word "one," as he knew would be the case, Gillingwater made a move, and then gave a sigh and
opened his eyes, looking about him with a feigned
air of bewilderment, murmuring at the same
time:
"Where am I? What has happened?"
"Nothing particular has happened, except that
you have been acting like a fool, thinking to de:
ceive us," was Dick's cheerful reply. "Come,
get up on your horse again and give us credit
for a little more sense."
Gillingwater obeyed, and gave up further attempt to escape. The path presently became better after they had started .on again, the boys
watching <¥illingwater closely.
"Gillingwater,'' said Dick at length when they
were beyond the upper lines, "you are a British
spy, which is an honorable enough, although dangerous, position wheri one uses it properly. You
have not. You have plotted to burn and steal
and do other things not at all in the line of your
duty. If your general knew that you would be
dismissed from the service."
"You rare a spy yourself," muttered Gillingwater.
"I am, but I have the confidence of General
Washington and that of every officer I have
served. I am an honest, honorable boy and you
will not find a man who can truly say anything
against me. You ha ve been of use to u s and I am
willing to speak a \yord in your favor."
"They don't hang people for theft in this
country, and, besides, you don't know that I ever
stole anything."
"I know enough to send you to prison and I
can do it if I choose. If I say a good word for
you it is only as a spy, you- understand. We
captured you in your own camp and not in ours,
and that might be used in your favor. You won't
be hant!id, Gillingwater, but that is all that I
can proW'1ise."
Dick managed to elude the redcoats and rode

on with all speed toward Harlem Heights, where
the Liberty Boys were encamped. He and Bob
were received with the greatest joy when they
rode into camp, the boys raising a tremendous
cheer. There was a spare uniform for Dick and
he. put it on and rode at once to the fort, accompanied by a number of the Liberty Boys who
took the spy with them. Dick explained how
t.he man had been captured. and added:
"As we took him out of the city in spite of
himself and as he helped us in our escape, although not of his own will, I should like to speak
a word in his favor."
f.he general promised to consider the matter,
ana Gillingwater was put in the guard-house. On
account of Dick's intercession the man's life was
spared, but he was kept a prisoner on account
of his misdeds. The fellow was not satisfied to
escape with hi s life, but tried to get out of the
guardhouse with a number of prisoners who had
been taken in 11 skirmish with the enemy ::m
Harlem Plain s. The guards fired upon them and
some of them escaped, but 'Gillingwater and one
or two others were shot dead. ·
"Well, that is the last of Gillingwater," muttered Bob, when he was told of the affair. "He
had a chance to redeem himself, but would not."
There was another man who had the same
chance and accepted it. James Drake, with a
chance to work and make up for his past misdeeds, set bravely to work to do it and at length
overcame his taste for strong drink and became
a good husband and one of whom any wife_might
be proud. Mary Drake did not need to depend
upon others long for she earned money by her
work and her husband shortly had all that he
could attend to and was able to set up a shop and
have men working for him.
"I'll never say a word against rebels or the
Liberty Boys again," he often said. "But for
them I don't know what I might have become,
and but for Mary, too, I must say."
"Give the credit to Mary, , Drake," Dick returned, "for it was she who said that there was
good in you and gave me the idea ' of giving you
a chance to.make something of yourself."
Drake continued to improve, and no one ever
had any c~use to complain of him, for he was
sober and mdustrious and did his work honestly
and well, inspiring all who worked for him to
do the same. Roger, Wendell and the other
Tories were sent to jail, Minton di sappearing
after the evacuation ·of· the city by the patriots
none of the boys ever seeing him again.
'
"Gillingwater might have gotten off with
few years and made something of himself as
Drake did,'' said Bob, one day, some three or
four years after the man's sudden death.
"I don't think he was the same sort Bob"
declared Mark.
.
'
'
"He was not," added Dick, "but what saved
Drake was having a good and faithful woman to
speak for him. He had better stuff in him than
Gillingwater, but his salvation was his wife."
"Then let us all get good wives," laughed Bob.
"That's what I mean to do," said Dick.

a

Next week's issue will contain "THE LlBERTY BOYS FIGHITING THE COWBOYS; or,
BRA VE DEEDS IN WESTCHESTER."
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CURRENT NEWS
FOUND $70,000 IN DEAD MAN'S HOUSE
Sear ch of the home of Wenzelu s Koehler, a retired farmer, of Northampton , Pa., who died recently revealed nearly $25,000 in securities concealed under carpets, in closets and in other
places. The executors of the estate had previously found $35,000 in secur ities in the cellar. The
estate is valued at mor e than $100,000. The will
is being contest ed by Mrs. Mary Larosh of thi s
city, a daughter who alleged that her father was
incompetent to m ake a will and that undue influen ce was used.

st orage solutions. The magnesium was used f or
war flares, and now, combined in a secret alloy,
furni shes metal one-thir d the 'weight of aluminum, sustaining a pressure. of 24,000 pounds per
square inch. In the form of gas-engine pistons,
after a t est equivalent t'l that of a motor car
runnin g 30 miles an h our continuously for 35,000 miles, scarcely a sign of wear was discernible.

A DOG. SNATCIUNG BAND
Wealthy p a tron s of the Bide-a-Wee Home for
Animals, No. 410 East 38th street New York City,
have hired a private det ective and have begun
a n exposure of a dog snatchers ' organization
GOLD-BEAR ING WHISKERS
Years ago a n Illinois b arber t r aded his razor which the det ective, Geor g e G. Wilson, says has
for a pick and p a n, and started for t he Klondike. the completeness of any international band of
Unsuccessful in mining, he opened a shampoo gem smugglers.
"Although the search has just been started,"
parlor whose equipment included a cyanide ta11k.
The cuttings from the hair and beard of the said Mr. Wil son," "we have found a rin g, r man
miners, he says, " assayed $100 the ton in the hi gher u y, with agents all over the cou ntry, and
the other f eatures of a regular criminal or ganicyanide t a nk." The dollar apiece charged for
zation. This gang handles dogs worth $1,000 or
shampoos and massages provided him with pocket
money, but the suitcase full of g old which he more a piece and has created, in my opinion, a disbrought b ack with him is all from the wealth- tinct department of crime about which the police
laden clippings that went through his cyanide · a re just beginning t o learn.
" I have traced five 'fences,' ostensible dog and
bath, and he claims that this source ·nas provided
bird stor es, on Third avenue in the forti es, and
him with a fortun e of a half million dolla1·s.
three farms on bong I sland and in Westchester
County, where the dogs are hidden as long as
UNDERGRO UND RIVERS OF BRINE
A thousand feet beneath the town of Midland, their owners keep up a vigorou s search for them.
" T he dogs are almost invariably taken by
Mich., run rivers of brine charged with calcium,
sodium, magnesium, strontium, bromine and chlo- chauffeurs employed by w ealthy persons an d lssold
r ine. Forty pumping wells raise the b r ine, a nd directly to the 'fence,' who ships the anima to
separative processes release from it the basi s of a farm for three to six month s. T hen th e dog
photographic emulsions, medicines, cement, tan- is offered fo r sale, either in New York, Albany or
n ing materials, perfumes, pi:eservatives an d cold Boston ."
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OR-

A BOY OF THE RIGHT KIND
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL S'I'ORY)
CHAPTER VII (Continued).
"See here," said Farmer Holton, candidly.
"Thar ain't no use in lying. The boy was here,
but he has gone. I ain't obliged to tell you where
he has gone, but it seems to me it would be a good
thing to give him a chance. He wants to do
better."
"That's nothing to us," said the officer, sternly.
"We are sent here to do our duty and we must arrest him. We will have to search· your place."
Farmer Holton made no objection, and the officers searched the house and the barn and went
all over the farm. Of course, they found no trace
of· the fugitive. Jack had made good his escape.
They were obliged to leave, discomfited, but they
took a course up the highway, believing he had
. gone in 'that direction. After they had gone, Tom
again thanked the Holtons and took his leave himself. He went over as far as the railroad and took
to the tracks. They led along the river bank here,
and as he walked on he enjoyed the fine scenery
and the sight of the most beautiful river fl.owing
below.
Tom was worried greatly about his late companion, for he had learned to really like the city
boy in spite of his rough marmers and the fact
that he had been more or less qf a crook.
Tom was a devout. believer in fair play, and he
was sure that if he had a c;b.ance he would depart
from the old life never to return. Tom walked
on and began to build hi s plans for the future as
he did so.
He had learned much since leaving Wellair.
His experiences had opened his eyes to the ways
of the world more than anything that had ever
happened to him. He saw what was best to do.

CHAPTER VIII.
Seeking a Chance.
Tom Otis had seemed to have made a poor start
in life, but he now began to see that, after all,
thin gs had shaped for the best. This discovery
that Mr. Josephus Jones .was a fraud and an impostor had done him more good than harm.
What was all in Tom's favor was the fact that
he was young and strong and could work early
and late. He had courage and ambition, and how
could any young man be held down with these attributes ?
He wa s resolved to go a long ways from the big
city. He might retm:n some time, for he realized
that there were gfeat opportunities there for an
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experienced man of business. But at the present
it was no place for him.
He knew that if he secured a position there such
as a clerkship, he might get into a treadmill and
remain there all the best days of his life.
It was better to merge into the unkn own world
and accept chances, be they what they .might.
So he tramped on for hours, feeling hopeful and
looking forward with eager promise. He passed
little way-stations and sometimes walked through
large towns, but always kept going north. He
knew that it would ultimately bring him t o Albany, the capital city, and from there he knew
that he might work his way West.
For he was sure that in the new country beyond he would be more apt to find chances. Hour
after hour he walked and at last when night began to come on he began to think of a place to
spend the night.
He had food with him which the kind-hearted
farmer had given him and he decided to select a
spot in a little hollow on the river bank and make
a little camp. He selected a spot and then gathered some fagots and soon had a little, cheery fire
going.
The air was dry and the night was pleasant and
it would be no hardship to sleep on the ground.
He ate sparingly of his food and basked in the
glow of the fire, looking out over the great river
and enjoying peace and rest. It was all ver-¥ wonderful and the world looked highly possible to him
now . .
At last he began to wax sleepy and was quick~y
lost to all about him. All might have been well if
there had been no other persons about that
vicinity.
For it was not an haur later that up from the
railroad track below there crept a couple of figures. They were silent and shadowy and approached the little camp warily.
"I say, Jake," said one of the hobos; "wot is all
dis, anyway? Some guy has a campfire. Say, .l':e's
dead a sleep, too. A greeny, I reckon. Pooty soft
thing, eh?"
The other chuckled, and replied:
"Dead open and shet, Tim! I reckon we kin pull
it off all right. Let's see what it is, anyway."
The two obos crept to the sleeping figure. They •
peered into the face of the lad and started. They
looked at each other. Then one of them inserted
his hand into Tom's pocket and was going to relieve him of what little money he had, when there
was a bark, a snapping of jaws, and a dog
bounded at the throat of the would-be thief.
With ·a yell of alarm the two hobos beat it down
the descent to the track with hot haste. The dog
went plunging after them, barking loudly. Tom
was on his feet in a moment, rubbing his drowsy
eyes in perplexity and wonder.
The dog had saved him from being robbed and
perhaps murdered, for the hobos were desperate
characters. But out of the gloom now sprung a
form, and a voice rang out:
"Hully gee! I've found ye, pal. Say, this is
all right! I gue ~ s I got here at the right. time,
too. Did ye see how that dog got after them mean
sneaks? I guess he will eat 'em up."
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
BUYERS CAN'T INSPECT GOODS SENT BY
MAIL
The Postoffice Department July 29 put an end
to the practice of certain firms in advertising that
their merchandise might be sent through the
mails- subject to inspection by purchasers before
acceptance and payment of charges. All postmasters were instructed to advise the department
of such firms or individuals giving this guarantee and to refuse to accept merchandise mailed
under .such conditions.
BANDITS STAB U. S. CONSUL
Eugene Jova, Acting American Consular Agent,
Sagua La Grande, Cuba, captured by bandits and
held for $20,000 ransom, escaped the other day,
but was badly wounded in his break ,for liberty.
There were five dagger wouns:ls in the young
man's body' when he was found in a ranch house.
J ova told the police of his capture by four bandits, one of whom had stopped him earlier oh the
road and asked for a ride in his car. They bound
him and marched him into the hills. He was kept
under close guard while a messenger went to
Sagua to demand the ransom. Fearing rural
guards, the bandits marched further into the bill
country.
As they started J ova loosene~ his bonds a~d,
seizin()' a stone, felled the bandit ahead of him.
The ;thers attacked him with daggers. They
left him for dead, but he crawled to the ranch
house.

LITTLE GIRL A RESCUER
One of the most modest little heroines in the
Monongahela Valley is Miss Ceneth Geddis, aged
14, who saved from drowning her sister, Agnes,
aged 7 and a playmate, Thelma Smitley, aged 9,
near their home at Alicia, F fa .
All three had gone swimming in the river.
Ceneth had tired of the water, and was taking
a skiff ride when she noticed that Agnes and
Thelma were in'-distress in water that was over
their heads. The two little girls were making
frantic efforts to stay afloat, and were being
swept down stream and under the surface of the
water by a current in the swollen river.
Ceneth dived and quickly swam . to her companions, who were going down for the first time.
She grabbed the girls, one in each hand, and
started for shallow water. Several times, she
says, she' feared that she would have to give u p
the struggle or go down herself, as she was pulled
down twice, but she swam on and on until she
gave a sigh of real relief as she "let down" and
found h er feet on the solid bottom of the river.
By that time persons who had gathered on the
river bank came to her assistance, and the two·
little ones were revived -without much difficulty.
Friends of the Geddis family are taking steps .
to present details of the girl's performance to the
Carnegie hero commission.
-

"Mystery Magazine"
SEMI-MONTHLY
-

INDIAN SQUAWS PL~NNING TO VOTE
Full blood Comanche and Kiowa Indian squaws,
who do not speak English and who yet prefer ~aw
meat to cooked, will be fpund for the first time
this year in the election booths of Southwestern
Oklahoma. It is estimated that 6,000 men and
women of these tribes will have registered before
the end of July and that virtually a ll of them ·will
vote the Republican ticket.
These Indians live in several counties of Southwestern Oklahoma that are in the district formerly represented by Scott Ferris and i:iow represented by Nicholas Gensman, a Republican. Gensman is said to b e directing the registration from
his headquarters in Lawton. Democrats are fearful that the district which, until Gensman was
elected in the 1920 landslide, has since Statehood
been · Democratic by a safe majority, may again
be swung into the Repuolican ranks by the Indian
vote.
Chief Quassapaw, the successor of- the late
Quanah Parker as le:l:der of the Comanche~, and
Sunrise, a representative man among the Kiowas,
are traveling over the former reservation and assisting the redskins in registering as voters. Quessapaw asserts that Representative Gensman is the
best friend the Indians have had in Congress, and
the Indians believe they should retain a Republican intermediary between them and the President
and departments in Washington..
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A Telegrapher's Narrow Escape
By JOHN SHERMAN

.

It was a lovely day in May; the sun was shining brightly, and the air was laden with that
balmy fragrance that lends the special charm to
spring days. I was standing upon the roof of one
of the leading hotels in the city.
I had been examining the telephone wires on the
roof, on which we had lately placed a n ew patent
arrangement for the purpose of overcomin~ induction from the neighboring t elegraph wires. I
stood h olding on with one hand to a standard for
telephone wires for several minutes, lost in
thought. I had stood thus for perhaps fi ve minu tes, when I was brought back to the realization
of my senses by a sound which, coming upon me
so su~denly, seemed to freeze the blood in my
veins, send a chill down my back, and a nervous
tremor through my entire system; it was the unmistakable cry of a maniac!
Turning quickly towards the direction from
which the sound came I saw th e a uthor of it with
his head just above the opening of the trap-door,
through which I had gained access to the roof, and
the door which I had left swung back upon its
hinges. I recognized at orice t hat the man was
mad. His wild expression showed it quite plainly.
For an instant I stood motionless, not knowing
what to do, when again that laugh rang out upon
the air and I noticed that he was ascending· tc, the
roof. Quick as lightning my mind took in the situ ation, and I rushed desperately towards the
man, intending. to strike him with a ll my force
and knock him backward down the flight of stairs
t o the floor below. He saw my intention, and ried
to gain the roof before I could reach him; but the
-distance between us was only a few feet, and he
had not risen above the roof higher than his
waist when I forced him back. I stood up on the
door a short time, expecting every minute that he
would re~ew .the attack, when suddenly I heard
the report of a pistol from below, and was conscious of a whizzing noise in the air.
Looking down, I noticed a small hole in the
trap-door, and that the bullet had pa ssed uncomfortably near my leg in its upward flight. I did
not relish the idea of being shot at in this manner, and stepped immediately. off the door. I h ad
scarcely <lone so when there-was another report,
and another hole in the door, directly upon the
spot whe-re I h ad been sta11'1ing.
What was to be done?
All at once I noticed ti,at the ends of th e staple
used for fa stening the door on the inside projected
through the thin boards for some distance. Quickly passing a rope I had around the knob and under the sharp ends of the staple, I took two turns
round them, which was all there was room for,
and drawing the rope tightly, fastened the ends
as securely as possible.
This whQ]e performance lasted but a few seconds, but the pistol shots continued in rapid succession, and I judged- that by this time he had
r'Ti ptied the seven chambers of his revolver. The
fi r ing had ceased, and I noticed the door moving
s lightly, as though force was .being brought to
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bear upon it from below. I took hold of the door
with my hands and held it down as hard as I
could. The madman seemed to be pushing against
it with a tremendous force. What was to be done?
The rop e was a weak thing at the best, and I fe lt
that it could not long hold out against the efforts
of a strong man.
All at once the thought of calling help by telegraph ' came into my mind. I had heard of cases
of telegrams being sent without instruments from
the scene of railway accidents, and I determined
to try for myself if the ma.dman could only be
k ept within bounds long . enough to allow me the
opportunity. I was an expert telegraphist, having spent a number of years in the business befor e
entering the telephonic field. Although I was an
old telegraphist, I had never attempted the feat
of telegraphing without an instrument. But the
situation called for a desperate act, and after
looking at the fastenings of the door to see that
they ·were as secure as possible, I went quickly to
the edge of the building, where a number of wires
were strung on br,ackets. These wires I knew t o
lead to the - - post-office.
I had a small pair of pliers in my pocket, and
seizing. a wire I cut it with the pliers, and then
bent the wire in order to break it. The pliers were
small, and it required a strong effort to break the
wire, but I accompli shed the feat in a few seconds. Now came the difficult part. I was trembling with nervous excitement. Putting the ends
to my tongue, I felt the circuit close throu g h it
and all was still. No one was using the wire.
I now took the wires in each hand, and a s well
as the wires would allow,! called B several times.
This was done by holding the ends of the wires
together to form the dash, then separating them
and striking qui ckly three times to form the
Morse letter B. Placing the ends to my tongue,
the circuit closed, but I felt no signals. I again
repeated the call, and placing the ends again in
position , di stinctly felt the shocks, which said
phiin y "I. I. B."
Takitig hold of the wires again I sent the following message slowly and not without blunders :
"Send help to roof of - - Hotel. Madman trying to get on roof. Am in great danger. Work
quick."
Telegraphists are generally quick of perception,
and the operator grasped the situation at once.
Placing the wires again to my tongue, I felt the
answer slowly, and several times over : "0. K." I
wrote back: "0. K.," that he might know I understood. And now my message was sent, I hastily dropped the wires and ran to the trap-door.
I was none too soon. The slender rope was giving
way under the powerful strain, and I threw myself upon the door just in time to prevent it
snapping.
I could hear the man below breathing heavil y
as though he were pu tting forth great exertions.
He soon renewed his pushing. I could see the
rope was giving way under the strain; some of
the strands were broken, and the door creaked and
groaned. I bore down with all my might, and
succeeded in •keeping the door down. He prused
a moment and then pressed upward again.
For several minutes I succeeded in keeping the
door in its p lace, but finally, after a long and
hard push, the rope broke, and the door flew up
a short distance, but I m:maged to slam it down
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again. I could not hope to hold it, however, and hid with leaves and brush, so that the most rusI felt it gradually rise, and I was pushed up bod- picious saurian would not e aware of the deadly
ily, while the madman got his head and shoulders trap awaiting him. · The other end of the rope was
above the aperture. His face was flushed, and he held by Jim a rod or so off behind some safe
looked wilder than ever. With an exultant cry screen.
An old alligator would come shambling along
he cleared the stairs and I felt I was no match
for my antagonist. Would help never come?
unconscious of danger, and pass into the folds of
I heard shouts from below, and the next instant the fatal slip-noose. Jim would be watching · and
several men came quickly up the stail"way and at the right moment he would pull the rope with
gained the roof. Taking in the situation they all his might, closing the noose tight around the
quickly seized my assailant, who, though making saurian's body or neck and lifting the astonished
a desperate resistance, was overcome and held and bewildered reptile clear off the ground. Old
down by superior numbers. I almost fell into the Jim would say that after he had raised and fasarms of one of my delivers, and for a snort time tened the animal above the ground he would come
seemed to have entirely lost my strength, while and lie down near the struggling "pri soner and
great cold beads of perspiration appeared on .my well-nigh laugh himself to death at the comical
appearance the big fellow made swinging in the
face.
I was besieged with questions for several min- air, bellowing and thrashing vainly in his frantic
utes, but as soon as I could make myself heard I efforts to get loose. When it was thoroughly ti r ed
out by its useless struggles, Jim would end its extold them briefly all that had happened.
In a short time I felt as vigorous as ever with istence by a blow with an axe.
One Monday night, in company with his little
the exception that I could not taste anything, the
electrical shock having for a time interfered with boy, he started out to set his trap, as he had sethat sense. After several days, however, it began sured an order to..capture a 'gator alive. The boy
to come gradually back, and in a few weeks I was told the tale afterward about as follows:
Crossing the river, they went off about half a
"'as well as ever and none the worse for having
mile through the dense hummocks till they came
called the lightning to aid in saving my. life.
to a smoothly .worn path leading between two
small lakes. As he hadn't been there before for
some time, Jim felt his way carefully, but soon
struck a spot he was familiar with. He fastened
Caught In His Own Trap
a rope around his body and threw out the bait on
the other end. It was not long before there was
Blufftoon, or De Land Wharf, as it is now a big 'gator fastened on it. As soon as Jim got
called, the St. John's River landing for De Land, him he gave a tug and the alligator began to
Fla., U!>ed to be a famous place for 'gators. The thrash around in a very lively manner and to
river there is narrow and deep, but wide and shal- bellow loudly. Jim instantly pulled the rope taut
low bayous stretch out on every ::,ide, full of fish, and began to haul away. But this old 'gator 1 3and before the advent of the murderously inclined sented, and he began pulling violently in the opNorthern sportsmen it was a paradise for sau- posite direction. He was such a big one that Jim
could not hoist him clear of the ground, and there
rians.
Any warm day a person standing on the wharf was nothing near by around which a turn could
could easily count them by "s cores, lazily resting be taken to secure the rope. Soon Jim began to
out on the sand-spits, enjoying the hot rays of the perceive that the 'gator had the best of the fight.
sun. But a few J7!!ars of the irnmens·e travel on Slowly, but surely, he was hauled along till finally
the St. John's in the yea r s 1881 to 1884, before he stood right undtq· the limb over which the rope
the railroads entered into the competition as they was pas s ed~ The 'gator had passed on down the
do now, complet~ly kilYed out the 'gator family path, and was pulling like a steam engine to get
there or else dispersed them to other fields where away. Jim began to f eel frightened now, and endeavored to unloose the rope around his body, bu_t
the shotgun and Remington are unknown.
One of the most famous characters of that time the strain on the rope prevented his securing any
was an old colored man known as "Fisher Jim." slack to accomplish it. To his horror and fright
His real name was probably never thought of, and he found that the 'gator was slowly pulling him
from his living on the water, almost, and hunting off the ground. This didn't suit him at all, and
fish, 'gators and birds, he became known as he yelled for help. The boy came up and clung
"Fisher Jim,'' and he would have hardly answered to his heels, but that h elped him but little. Soon
the little chap had to. drop off, and his release
to any other call.
sent Jim up a foot or so higher. There he hung
'Gators are great travelers and nightly wander up
some six or seven feet above the ground,
from one pond to another, making regular beaten
around and around, the tight noose
tracks or paths. Jim would skirmish around till swinging
around his body choking him. His face was
he found such a path leading from one lake or blanched
to a dirty gray and his eyeballs seemed
bayou to another, then he would make preparafrom his head. He called to the boy to
tions to have that path work for his profit. Se- starting
home for help, and he at once started. But
lecting a large overhanging limb of some big oak run
frightened he lost the way, and it was mornthat hung over the path he carefully scraped the being
ing before he arrived where help could be ha d.
upper surface or edge smooth. Getting a long Alarmed
at the lad's story, several negroes star ted
rope he made a strong slip-noose at one end. out at once to Jim's aid.
end
the
drew
he
limb
the
over
rope
the
Throwing
Arriving there, a horrible picture burst upon
down to the path, and opening the slip-noose he
arranged it so that a 'gator walking ~long the their startled gaze. Hanging by the neck was
path must pass through it. But it was carefully poor Jim, dead.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
ASKED TO KILL CHICKENS, GIRL POISONS
HERSELF
Edna Fansheld, of Flint, Mich., has a tender
heart. Her mother asked her to kill some baby
chickens that had bee injured in a storm.
"I would rather take my own life than kill little baby chickens," she cried.
Her nine-year-old sister ran after her to the
bathroom and managed to knock a bottle of poison
from her hand after Edna had swallowed half of
it.
INFLUENZA KILLING INDIANS
Trappers from the trading posts on Lake Athabasca report that the Indians ai:e dying in large
numbers, due to the influenza scourge, which has
played havoc with the aborigines since last
winter.
The present population of Fond du Lac is said
to be about 400, with many bands still in the
lfunting grounds. The recent death of 74 natives
there, with losses from influt!nza a t other posts,
indicate, said the trappers, that the Indians in
that section rapidly are being wiped out.
MAN AND WIFE CROSS U. S. FOR LESS
THAN $35 CASH ·'
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Walters of Long Beach,
Cal., started from that place for Manchester, N.
H., carrying sleeping tents and cooking equipment, with the intention of walking the entire distance. After 22 days on the road they have
reached Manchester, and they had to walk only
200 miles during the whole trip.
Automibile parties carried them nearly the enire distance. Almost all of their 200 miles of
walking they had to do in Indiana. They did not
once ask, beg or steal a ride, and their expenses .
for the journey were under $35.

James Chamberlain of Philadelphia, and John E.
Chamberlain of Baltimore-owners of the Chamberlain hotels of those cities.
......
Mrs. Schultz was the youngest of eleven children, all of whom, excepting her, are dead. She
was born near Philadelphia, and when she was 2
years old per parents brought ner and nine other
ch'ildren to a point near Sylvania, a Toledo suburb.
Her first husband was William Wiggins of
Toledo. After his death she was married to ·
Henry Schultz of Bowling Green. They a're divorced. From the time she left home as' a bride
she was in such financial straits, she explained,
that she was compelled to work practically all of
the time.

LAUGHS
';l'hr.t umpire manages to keep cool." " He
ought to, surrounded by a tho!lsand :noving fans."
"My hair is my pride," she murmured. "I notice that you are all puffed up with pride," said
the cynical one.
· Stude--Can you give me an example of the
unproductive spending of wealth? QueenerSurel A gent taking his own sister to the show.
"Pop, what's the millennium?" "It's a time
coming, my son, when there will be jobs enough
in every administration to go around among those
who want 'em."
Wife--Everything is getting higher, Husband
-Oh, I don't know. There's your opinion of me
and my opinion of you, and the neighbor's opinio~
of both of u s.
·
Caretaker-There's a gentleman bin about the
'ouse this morning, sir. Agent-Ah! is he going to take it ? Caretaker-Well, I don't know,
sir ; but 'e's taken the electric light fittings.
Uncle--My dear boy, it's a fact that the microbes on paper money have caused many a death
before now. Nephew-Well, uncle, you might let
me have a hundred or so, I'm very tired of life.
"Henry," said Mrs. Spender, "I dreamed last
night that you bought me a new hat." "Well"
replied her husband, "that's the first dream of 'a
hat you ever had that didn't cost me money."
"Of course you have a grudge against the octopus; I mean the railroads." "Yes," replied Fa:r:iner Corntossel; "my principal grievance is that
there ain't any of 'em runnin' within a mile or
two of my place."

"What is this Civil Service business that they
are always talking . about?" asked the Boob.
"What good does it do?'' "It is like this," reWASHERWOMAN MADE RICH
, plied the Cheerful Idiot. "If you have a job
Mrs. Mary Ann Wiggins Schultz, 68, a washer- and you are not under Civil Service, they can
woman, was identified in Toledo, Ohio, through fire you any time they want to. But if you have
an item in a. local newspaper as heiress to a $375,- a job under Civil Service they can't · fire you un000 estate left by two of her bachelor uncles- less they want to."
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GOOD READING
BIG FRE AK HAILS TORM
On Aug. 5 Atlant ic City was visited !.y the
g:reates t fre ak stor m in its history, hailston es the
size of marble s falling almost continu ously for
half an hour. They covered the ground with a
white blanket , giving Absecon Island a mid-win ter appeara nce.
When the storm subside d, residen ts shovele d
several inches of hailston es from in front of their
homes. A violent electric storm a ccompa nied the
hailston es and window s in many parts of the city
were shatter ed by the storm.
DEVIL FISH INVAD E WATE RS OF FRANC E
Devilfis h, appear ing in immens e scho9ls at the
F r encli seaside resorts in Norman dy and Br ittan y, have caused plea sure seekers there to stick
close to the shore and sent cold shivers up and
down the back of such fair frequ enters of the
fashion able w ater ing places a s dared to go into
the water.
The octopus tl.eet is said to have been driven
landwa rd by the unusua lly low temper ature of
the water. He retofore , they have been rarely
seen near the sand beaches , assemb ling mostly at
th e fishing banks, where they devoure d the fish
and destroy ed the nets. The knowled ge of their
presenc e in bathing localitie s has given little rest
to the bathers ' immagi nation.
Swimm ers of both sexes have been frequen tly
seen making a franti~ exit from the :water, se_ized
by the idea that a slimy tentacle _tried to grip a
leg or an arm.
Hotel proprie tors have been alar med to the extent of seeking scientifi c advice. They have been
informe d by the director of the Bureau of Scientific Researc h that the devilfish is not dangero us ,
to life and limb and that the famous fight with
the octopus in Victor Hugo's "The Toilers of the
Sea" exisited only in the author' s imagina tion.
THREE RATTL ESNAK ES ATTAC K GIRL IN
SWAM P
T rap ped on a point of land in a swamp near
Brown s Mills, N. J., by three huge rattlesn akes,
Miss -Carrie Pittman saved her life by her coolness and the aid of her two dogs until a rescuer
came in respons e to her ca,lls and shot two of the
reptiles , the third and largest\ escapin g. Miss
Pittman had wander ed into the swamp in search
of huckleb erries to a section where the largest
rattler ever found in New Jersey r ecently was
capture d.
"I was picking berries when I heard a -snake
rattle," said Miss Pittman in telling of her experienc e. "I looked around and saw a large r attler
coiling to spring. I started to back away, when
I heard another reptile and I saw a snake on the
other side and a third under a log back of me.
"I began to throw huckleb erries at the snakes
to attract their attentio n away from me. My

two dogs, T ed and Mutt, began barking at the '
snakes. 'lhe dog s knew how to take care of themselves, but the snakes kept getting mor e excited.
Twice two of the snakes we re coiled ready to
spr ing, but the berr ies and the dogs stopped them,
but I thought they would get me before J:ielp
came."
James Gibbers on, Jr., heard Miss Pittman 's
calls and r an to her a"id. The smaller snake had
thirteen rattles. The ratt les had been torn from
the tail of the other. Gibber son found twelve
young rattlesn akes in the stomach of each, some
dead from the shot and the others he ]>illed with
a club, thus dispatc hing twenty- six r attlers in less
than five minutes .
INDIA N SIGN LANGU AGE
A white man who visits a foreign nation finds
it hard, and sometim es impossi ble, to make his
most ordin ary wants known. The red man has
no such difficult y; the problem of a universal language was solved centurie s ago by the savage inhabitan ts of the western world.
Should an Indian from nor thern Alaska go to
Patagon ia he could by means of this univers al
languag e speak with his souther n brethre n almost as easily as he could with neighbo rs at
home. That would also be the case if he visited
Central Americ a or met the t r ibesmen of our own
Wester n prairies a.pd mounta ins.
When this languag e was invente d no one knows
says the Youth' s Coonpanion , but every India~
learns it in addition to his own. Recentl y two
chiefs of differen t tribes met in the Geogra phical
Society rooms in Washin gton and held a conversation that lasted nearly three hours, and yet
neither one knew a word of the other's languag e.
This univers al languag e is oi course made up
of signs. For exampl e, if an Indian is passing .
throu gh a st r ange country and sees other Indians
at a distanc e he makes the "peace sign"; that is,
he hold s up his blanket by two corn er s so that it
covers his whole fi gure. The same thought is expressed by extendi ng the h ands, palms outwa rd,
slightly inclined from the face. Any Indian would
under stand either one of these signs.
Then there a re the signjl by which these " savages" can express their t.hought s with r egard to
the Great Spirit, heaven, good, evil, life and
death, sickness, .l!.ealth, riches and poverty . Life
is expressed by drawin g an imagina ry thread
from the mouth, and death by choppin g this
thread off. Anothe r sign for death is to hold the
tips of the fingers of one hand again st t he palm
of the other, and let them gradual ly slip downwa1·d, and at last drop beneath the palm.
Most white people think that the Indian word
of greetin g, "How," is merely the abbrevi ation of
the question , "How are you?" But that is not
so. The word is really "aou," which means
"brothe r" or "friend ." So when he comes up and
growls out his seeming ly inquisit ive "How," he
is not a sking after your health, but telling vou
that he is a friend.
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FROM. ALL PO.I NTS
FLATIRONS DEADLY WEAPONS
fully stretches it sidewise. The sheet widens
Flatirons are deadly weapons capable Qf pro- gradually. From a piece of material cfosefy
woven about six inches wide it becomes -a cloud
ducing death.
·
Judge E.T. Shurley so held in Fulton Supreme , of lace over three feet wide, snow white and deliCourt, Atlanta, Ga., when he told Lon Kinney- ''l':ate as a cloud. It wears well and stands rebrew, a negro, that he could serve five years in peated washing. The tree belongs to the natural
the penitentiary for hitting his wife on the head order Thymelaeaceae, and it is grown - in hothouses in England and the United States.
with one.
When Kinneybrew stepped up to plead guilty
to assault with intent to murder, pis w;ife was by
his side.
·
·
"I guess you want this man to be let off, don't SCIENTISTS IN HAWAll FIND ANCIENT
SKULLS
you?" Judge Shurley asked . the woman.
Information w~i'ch may throw valuable light on
"I don't know, judge; he said he was going to
the my?~ery which surro':1nds the · origin of the
kill me if he got out!" she replied.
"Then I'll separate you for -a while. You can Hawwanan race was obtamed in explorations on
go to the penitentiary for a minimum of five the Na Pali s ide of the island Kauai by a party
of scientists unc!;::- ~!'!~ direction of Dr. H. E.
years," the court told Kinneybrew.
The negro had expected to get off with a year Gregory of the Bishop Museum it was revealed
when the party returned to Honolulu.
and refused ·aid of counsel.
The finest type of terracing for agriculture in
the ~awaiian I ~la~ds :was found in the valley on
Kauai and the irrigation system displayed great
VETERAN'S LONG TRIP
e~gineering . skill on the part of the early HawBenjamin Range, a ninety-six-year-old veteran anans wh~ lived th~re, Dr. Gregory said. A prow
of the Civil War, arrived at Middletown, Conn., of an ancient outrigger canoe was found in one
the other day from Wayland, N. Y., after a jour- of . the caves high up o~ a cliff. The prow conney of 500 miles, to visit his daughter, Mrs. tamed three skulls, which, on firs t examination
Emma Norton, Superintendent of the Middlesex appeared to belong to some race other than th~
Hawaiian, probably to a race originally more to
County Temporary Home.
When he arrived at the station no ·one was the south. The skulls may hold the secret of the
there to meet him, so he walked a mile to the origin of the Hawaiians, Dr. Gregory said.
home of Mrs. Norton. Range in spite of years
According to ancient Hawaiian legends, the
made the 500-mile journey alone. Two months p eople of the Nualolo and Kalalati valleys-the
ago he bought an automobile an!! learned to drive scene of the recent explorations-were the only
it. When he went to Bath, N. Y., to be examine)!. ones in the islands who were not mastered by
for a driver's license he was inrormed·, wjien he Kamehameha the Great when he united the archwas granted the license, that he was the oldest ipelago into a kingdom. The only entrances to
man in this county to take out a license.
the .isolated valleys are up ladders or no narrow
He wanted to drive his new car from Wayland trails, and it was easy for the inhabitants to repel
unaccompanied, but his son would not let him, attempted invasions.
saying it was too great a risk for a man of his
age.
A LACE TREE
The lace bark tree grows in Jamaica. it is
rather a small tree and has thick glossy ~re~n
leaves. It stands about 20 feet high and is six
inches in diameter. Its bark looks something like
the bark of a birch tree. When the natives want
a necktie or a dress or curtains or various other
things for which a thin, lacy material is needed
they cut down one of these trees. Having cut
down their tree, three strips of bark about six
inches wide and eight feet long are taken from
the trunk and thrown into the water. Then a'
man takes a strip while it is still in the water and
with the point of his knife separates a thin layer
of the inner bark from the end of the strip. He
then takes the end and pulls it gently. It comes
off in an even sheet of the entire size of the strip
of bark.. Twelve sheets are taken from each strip
of bark and thrown into the water. Next the man
takes '\Ile of these i;;heets and slowly and care·

Musical Handsaw
Greatest Novelty of the Age'
c

If you can carry a tune in your bead, you can learn
to play this instrument, and secure a jo b on the stage
at a good salary. No musical education necessary
l:;truck with a specially made mallet the perfectly tern:
pered saw produces lou d, clear, ri ch tones like a 'cello.
'l' he same eft'ect may ue bad by using a violiu bow on
th e edge. Any t un e can be played by th e wonderful
viurat!ons of the saw. It requires two weeks' practice
to make you an expert. When not playiqg you can
work with the saw. It is a u seful tool as well as a
fine in strument.
,

Price of Saw, l\J:tllet and Instructions . ....... $3

HARRY E. WOLFF. 16fi W. 2'.lil Rt- New York
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pretty face was
the mutilated body of Genevieve Martin. Herdeath.
Jn a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's edge they found
Who had
showed that the girl had been brutally choked tohad
swollen and distorted. Marks on the slender throat
seen the mur•
one
No
cottaae.
the
enter
assailant
her
and
girl
the
seen
had
committed this ghastly crime? No one
'
·
derer depart. How could he be brought to justice?
day by Finger Print Experts. Every day we read in the
Crimes like this have been solved- are being solved every
the crimmals they identify, the rewards they win. Finger
papers of their exploits, hear of the mysteries they ·solve,
Print Experts are always in the thick of the excitemen t, the heroes of the hour.

Not Experienced Detectives
Just Ordinary men
Within the past f~ years, scores of men, men with no
police experience, men with just crdinary grade school
educations , have become Finger Print F..xperts. You can
become a Finger Print Expert. too. Can you imagine a
more fascinating line of work than this ? More trained
men are needed. Here is a real opportunit y for you.

Learn the Secrets of Identification

itself
More and more the d~ection of crime resolves meth·
into a problem of identification. You can learn the
the
learn
can
You
experts.
on
identificati
famous
of
ods
science of finger print identificat ion-right at home in
your spare time.
Send for the free book which tells how famous Finger
work.
Print Experts got their start in this fascinating Finger
by
Tells the stories of t11irteen actual cases solved
Print Experts. T ells how you can become a Finger Print
Expert in an amazingly short time.

FREE

inrvi ce · ·
ursteSe
Cocre
Se
...............................................................................................
.

For a limited time. we are making a_sjlecial offer of a
PROFESS IONAL FINGER PRINT OUTFIT absolutely
e.
free and FREE Course in Secret Service Intelligenc
Mastery of these two kindred profession s will open
a brilliant career for you.
This coupon will bring you FREE BOOK and details of
of this great offer. Don't wait until the offer has expired.
Fill in the coupon now. Mail it today.

University of Applied Science

Dept. 1096, 1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Universi ty of Applied Science, Dept. 1096 .

1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Please send me full information on your course in
Finger Print Identification and about Free Course in
Secret Service Intelligence. I understand that there is no
obligation of any sort.

N am e ------- ----------------------~

Street Address ·------------·-----~----City and State. ______ ______ _____ Aae. _ _

ENGLisa
SPARRO WS
IN ALASKA
Write to R iker & King, Advertisi11g Offices, 118 East 28th Street, N ew York City,
or 29 East Madiso11 Street, Chicago, fo.r particulars about advertisit1g itJ this 111agazit1e.

PERSONAL-Continued

AGENTS

'.l'housaucts coueeuia l people, worth from
AGENTS-Something new. Fastest sellers and Qui<'k83t MAR RY:
repea.ters on earth; perm a nent, easy, profitable busi$1 ,000 to $50.000 seeking early marriage, descriptions,
ness: good for $42 to $5& a week. Address American photos, introductlona free. Sealed. Either sex. S end
P roduo,s Co. , 7755 Ame rican B ldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. u o money. .AU<lresa SLalndarct l:OJ'. Club, Grayslal\c , lll.
MARRY-MA ~IAGE DIRECTORY ·with ph otos a nd
FOR SALE
. .
d escriptions ee. P ay wbcn Jnarrl~d. The E xchanae.
L~~.~ \l,,~fv~~R~:YAJ,T ~~Jhli~~nl. 2~i5 4t; \~5a~r t!~~ Dept. 545, J\:a1 tts City. 1-Jo.
0011 $10 to $50 down and $10 to $20 per month. Write IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE, write
tod ay for FREE booklet giving full in formaUon.
Yioh: t Buys, JJNmlson. Ot1io . . Encl~e stam~ell envclone.
SWIGART LAND CO., M -1 268, ~'irs t National Ban k BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country,
Bldr.. Chicago.
Established 17 Years. Thousands \Veallhy wishing
Ear!Y Marrtai:e. Conftden tlal , Free. T h e Old R ell ab le
HELP WANTED
BE A RAILWAY TRAFFIC IN S PECTOR! $110 to $250 Club. Mr1. Wrubel, Dox 26, Oakland, CaUf.
moptb ly. expen ~es paid after S months' spare·tlme MAR RY-Free photograplls, directory a nd d eacript.lons
of wealthy members. Pay when manled. New Pl.in
study. bi>lencUd opJ>Qrtunities. Position 1ua rantce:t.I or
monoy r efunded.
\ Vri te tor l.t~ree Booklet C.M.-101. Co .. l>ept. 38 , K a nsas City, Mo.
Sta nc.1. B usiness Tra inin& Inst. , BuJTalo. N. Y.
MARRY HEALTH, WEALTH -Thou .. nds; worth $5,000
to $400,000. desire marriage. J?hotps, introducttons:
BE A DETECTIVE. Oppor tu nity for men and women
for secret lnnattgatlon in your dfatrlct. · Write C. T. d &:<eriptJon1 free. Succeasful-conlldentlal. ·SUNFLOWER
CLU U, B-300, Cimarron. !{ausas.
Lu ctwl:-. 5'.H Westover B ld s: .. Knnsas City. Mo.
LADIES WANTED, a nd M£N , too, to address envel· WOULD you write a. wealthy, pretty &irl ? (stamp)
Lilll1n Sproul, Sta. H. Cleveland. Ohio.
OJ >es anfl mail ad nrUslni matter a1! home fo r l ari:e
ma tl order flrmS, spn re or whole tfmP.. Can maka MAIDEN, 16, weal thy but lonel y, wlll marry, Box 55,
Club, Oxford, Florida.
SIO to $35 wkly. No capit al or experience r equ ired .
B ook explains <>V&rythln g : send 10 eta. to oover poataie, ATTRACTIVE MAIDEN, wealthy but lonely, will
etc. Wnr<l Pub. <'o .. 'J'iltnn. N. TI .
marry. Club, Box 55, .o:rrord, Florlda.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great demand for MARRY for l ove. wealth, h appiness. lnformatlon free.
men ,and women. Fascinating work. Partlcu Jars free.
League, Box 35, Toledo, Ohio.
Wri te. Ame-rlcan Dete·c the System. 1968 B'way. N. Y.
w:e'!~~deQ~~· K~ 0Jigx ~~?·~~a~:'.•n~~le~~t~l~~ corMANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc. , are wahtod for t>Ubll- HUNDREDS !l.eek' ng marrl•&"e. 1f sincere enclose stamt>.
Mrs. F . WJilard , 2028 Broadway, Chlc•eo. IlJlnola.
raflon . ~~1bmlt USS. or wrlte Lltera ry Bureau . 515
H anniba l . 1\fo.
WORLD 'S le'lcdng matr'fmonla l club, thou!•nds worth
$5,000 to $•100.000, wll!lng to marry, llst ~en t tree.
YOUR CLEVER PH OTOP LAY PLOT developed lnto
ll.owerful Rcr een Drama. Sell your ideas. CrtUclsm Hon. Ralrli Hy1le, 166, Ban Francl!ICO, Calif.
Cl~~-slon. Screen Studio K, 358 W. 58th St. , New York IF REALLY LONELY, wrlt.e Betty Loo, Jnc., 4254
Broadway, New York City. Send stamp. D on't. forpt
to write!
PATENTS
PATENTS f
Trademark, Copyright tnstrnctlve folder IF LONESOME exchange jolly letters wlth beautiful
ladles and wealthy gentlemen. Eva. lfoore, Box 908,
fr re.
Imng cx1>eri<'nce as. pat ent solicitor; prompt
advice.
Correspondence solicited.
Results procured. Jack sonv11Je, J"la. (Stamp).
7
~
r•'"•-;7hu-a<7lr_e_,
d-s - r7Ic"h'";
Charges reasonable.
'Afctzgeg, Deot D, Washi ngton, -MAR RYl F LONE LYT"H=-o-m-e-,,M a~l<'O
D . C.
oontldenttal; reliable: years experience; des.crtptlo~1
free. ..The Su CCl'Hfut Club." Box 556, Oak.~ancl, Callf.
PERSONAL
PEGGY ATHERTO N'!! Flesh R ed ucing System, · ])8rmaIF LONELY. write Doris Dawn, 10602 St Clair
reducing fle ~h: no stanatton. drugs or at.renuCleveland. Ohio. CS tamped envelope please):
' riusnent1y
t-Xerclse. Boole $2. Peggy Athe'rton Co., 141 E ast
AST ROL OG Y S TA RS T ELL LIF E' S STOR Y.
~ P nct Broad St .. Columbus, 0.
Stb.lr~~~;J~ ~~~.~~mc &'.r ~~~I r eadl ni:. Edcly, WeatJJOrt
MISCELLANEOUS
PERSONAL corrasvondence paper a nd envelov.. printe d
GET MARR IE D- Re :z t matrlmon lnl naflf"r. nublil'he<I.
with vour address. 60 cents per box J)<Mltpatd. Calling
C'llrd.:f 65 cents per 100. SampJea free. H. F . A lbers,
62 ai::~ ~~~ ~·nt, A~~.res~ Amencan Distributor, Suite 2101
Seneca. St., St. Josenh. Mo.
MA RR IAGE PAPER.
20th year.
Bl< Issue with
SONGWRITERS
des:crlptJons, 1>hotos, names and addresses. 25 cents.
'!'Jo oili er fee. Sent sealed . -Rox 226:lR. Roston, }.fa s~. W RI TE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compose musle.
Submit
your
poems
to us at once. New York Melody
MARRY.=Dlrectory free. Ladlesand- o;,n-tlemen write
for bool<let. Strictly conftdcntial. National Agency, f'oroora.tlon, 405 FJtzgerald Bldg., New York.
Dent. A.. Kans as City. Mo.
TOBACCO HABIT
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian TOBACCO or S'nurt Habit curerl or no vay.
$1 If
secrf"f!C. Rlack art. other ra.re. books. CatRlog free.
cu'red.
Remedy sent on trial.
S'uperba Co. PC,
Star Book Co.. 9B22. 122 Federal St., Camden, N. J. Daltimore. Md.
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PENMANSHIP taught; $1 monthly. I mprove your handwriting. .Address Prince,
Station H, New Yor k.

.
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Columbia Novelty Co., Dept. 132

East Boston, Mass:

CATARRH
TREATED FREE

10 da)'a to prove quick relief. Dr.
Coffee had catarrh, deafness, head
noices. Two ·surgical operations
failed. He found a treatment that
gave complete relief. Thousands
used it successfully. Want you to ·
try it tree. Write

DR. W. G. GOPPEE, Dept. 16.0

Davenport, lllwa

FREE

T h e E nglish
s p a r r o w this
spring has invaded Alaska for the
fi rst t ime. R e p o r t s receive~
here say that several p a i r s of
t hese ha rdy pioneer s have taken
u p homest eads in
awnings t h e r e.
No one seems t o
have ever seen
any of them before.
For fifty y;ears
the E nglish spar-.
row has b e en
gradua lly wor king
Westward
and has become
a cclimated up and
down t he Pacific
Coast from Mexi·
co t o Alaska. It
is kn own to' have
arrived at Philadelphia a b o u t
1868 and was first
seen in the Pacific Nor thwest ten
y~ars ag o.
In t he P uget
Sound country it
remains a ll wint er and it is likely t hat it was
during the winter
that pairs migrat ed t o A laska or
else they made an
easy jump from
pla ces in British
Columbia .
A pest everywhere, they have
made themselves
unusually i r k ·
some in the big
wharfs an d docks
here. They make
a large amount of
lit t er in the u pper
br aces of t hese
buildings,
t he
loose matter drop·
ping into fre igh.t .
and exp ress.

STRANGE OCCUPATIONS
Out in Uncle
Sam's back woods
of Oregon and
Washington there
are a flock of
curious industries
giving liylihood to
many folks.
Among these
strange jobs is
that of gathering
the cast-off-antiers of deer, elk
and moose. These
relics that annually fall from the
forest creatures
are . utilized by a
firm here in the
manufacture .of
crib age
boards,
n a p k i n rings,
knife and umbrella handles and
o t h e r articles.
The pay for a
pair of antlers "is
about $1.
An unusual occupation engaged
in by a number
of men is the
searching for and
gathering of lily
bulbs, fern roots,
shrubs of various
kinds, seedlings
of evergreens and
wild flowers for .
Eastern nurseries.
The Northwest
woods yield beautiful wild yellow
Jillies known as
Humboldti and
various shades of
po.n d or water lilies, one especially
possessing h u g e
pads, upon which
moose and musquash feed.
Side money is
earned by forest

rangers in Jate
autumn by scooping up ladybugs
from their dens
in the mountains.
These insect eat-

ers congregate af·
ter the first frost
in rocky crevices
and become dor-

mant.

M4Kf MONtY AT UOM[
you

can earn from $1 to $2 an hour
In your spare time writing show
cards. Quic kly and easily learned by
our new. simple ''rnst ru ctogr Hph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting; we tench you how, guarantee
you stendy work at home no mntter
where you live, and pay you cash
each week.
Full particular• and Booklet Free

'MDYINli PltTURE MACHINE

~FREE

Genuine New l\Iodel
Oil or El~ctric Jllovlns
Picture lUac.blne, Com-

plete with film, given
tree for selling 25
packages C o I o r e d
Postcards at 10 cents
n package. Extra prenlum or Admission Tickets. You can earn
money by giving shows at you r own home.
Write today.
COLUJIIBIA NOVELTY

D ept. 718.

CO.

East Boston, l\Iaos.

A:UEIUCAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
45 Byrle Bulldlns

Toronto, Can.

CDR'1Ell

"

Fits the baud, cannot O~ s~en , ·
with it you can throw Big Wide
curves. Boys, get this Base Ball
curvcr aad you can Fan 'Um as
fast as they come to Bat. By mall
.
lOe, 3 for 2!'ie with catalog of no velties.

.,

G01 re

Removed at home; no knife,

No pr.In. No co•t If It fall•·
Succe .. rully ' ue•d ror ts••~•·
Write tor P'ree Rook and te•ti·
mooiala. GOITRENI! COMPANY•
488 WHt G3rd St. , Chlo. . .

UNIVERSAL DISTRIBUTORS. Dept, 862 Slllmfor4 Co111o

R!~!r.!!t!~!~~~

Brass uouud. Opens over 2 fee t Jong. You
~a n SC<' obj !'r t s a mile aw a y.
Give n for selling lG pckgs. Bluine a t 10 c t s. a p ckg. Write

alzes ot Rancer Bicycloa. R1deand exht bit
sample Ran~er and ma.ke money. Delivered free, express nrepald, on Approval.

BLUINE

~~.r ~~.. l!.t;
12Monftls1oPay
Ti
~f·• :nOJD:.-;~~~t..r,;;i,e::r~

\58 )1111

for our maneloua pricl·• and terme.

treet,

i\IFG.

CO.,

Conco"l'd Jet., llla88.

P04t

.& :i~"':'~Ye $10 to $26 OD 7oar ftanaer bicycle.

-u:eadcyde
c~wrtt
D•J>t.w 1ssChica<ao ~~ioa

_N

....

YENTRILOQIJISN

taught almost any oue at borne. Small coat.
Bend TODAY 2 cents tor particulars and
proof.
GEORGE W. HUTH,
Room :U-621, 125 N. Jeff Ave., Peoria, Ill.

GOITRE .\:en

I have an honMt pronn remedy tor
soltre (big nee!.:) . It oheoks the
growth i<t once, rednoes the enlarge.
ment,stoys gatnand dlstreBB and re-

~:r.e;C:~8r}1~~!':~utfbr.~~T~•U.

meatonoe. DR. ROCK. &1~r1'f.
- Dent. lie. llml 111,· Mllwllllll1t. Wll.

BL!!~_9~J!!~J!?!f=nf1p~r:L

QUICK HAIR GROWTH
Box Free To You!

IiJfi[iJ[IJ

·.

W011.ld You Like 81.1.Ch a Result as This?
Do you want, FREE, a trial
box of Ko•kott, that has
proved successful in so many
cases? If so, you need only
to answer this adv. by post•
card or letter, asking for
FREE BOX. This famous
preparat.jon is for dandruff,
,thinning hair and several
forms of BALDNESS. In
.
many cases a new hair
growth has been reported when
all else had failed. So why not
see for yonraelf? Koskott is used by men
and women; It is perfectly harmless and often
starts. hair growth in a few days. Addre111
Ko1kott Laboratory, B-374 Sta.F,NewYork

FREE

soc~

:$1!!'
Wonderfa~ 1flJ

deriet,

~l~e1 10111

hand; torrtcl•

7our wrkfn1 ID few da11. Bir1 lmproument fn thru
boon. No f1U11rt1. (fomplete outline FREE.
Write C. J. Or:meet, Dept. 3!1 St. Louis, Mo.

.

-

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LATEST ISSUES - -

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable lnfo rmati1.>n on Almost ii:very Subject

1086 The Liberty Hoys After the Cherokees; or, Battling
With Cruel Enemies.
1087
Jii rnr J our11ey; or, Down the Ohl<>.
1088 " at East Rock; or, The Burning of New Haven.
in the Drowned Lands; or. Perilous Times Out
1089
West.
on rhe Comm ons; or, Defending Old Ne'" York.
1090
S\\'oru Charge; or, The ]'ight at Stony Point.
JOUl
1092 .. Afte r Sa John; or, Dick Slater 's Clever Ruse.
Doing Guard Duty; or, 'l'be Loss ot For t
10D3
Washington.
1094 " Chasing a Heu egade; or, . The Worst Man on
the Ohio.
and the Portune Teller; or, The Gypsy Spy
1095
of Ha1lem.
Guarding 'Vas1'1ngton, or, Defeating a Ilrltlsh
1096
Plot.
.
and Major Davie; or, Warm Work In tlt e Meck1007
IPn burg District.
1098 " FIPrCe '"Hunt· or. Capturing n Clever Enemy.
Betrayed: e>r'. Dick Slater's False Fr~end.
1099
on the March; or, After a Slippery l• oe.
1100
W!nth Camp; or, LiYl'!ly Tlm Ps in the North.
1101
1102 " Aven g ed : or, Th e Traitor's Doom.
1103 .. Pitch ed Battle; or, Th e !<:scape
the Indian
Spy.
Light Artillery; or, Good Work At the Guns.
1104
nnd "Whistling Will": or, The Mad Spy ot
l.105
Paulns Hook.
Underground Camp: or, In Stran ge Qnarters.
1106
Dandy Spy; or, Deceiving the Governor.
1107
1108 .. Gunpowder Plot: or, Failing l>.v an Ine ll.
Drummer Boy· or Sounding the Call to Arms.
1109
Hunni11g th e H loekacle: or . Gettin g Out of New
1110
York.
1111 " and Capt. Huck; or, Routing a Wicked Leader.
lll2
an<I the Liberty Pole ; or, Stirring 'l'lmes In tb e
Old City.
1113 " and the Mas k ed Spy; or, Tbe Man ot Mystery.
1114
on Gallow. Hill; or, A Daring Attempt at
RPSCUe.
nnd "Hlack Bess"; or, The Horse that Won
1115
a Fight.
1116 " and Fiddling Phil; or, Making the Redcoats
Dance.
1117 " On the Wnllkill; or, The Minisink Massacre.
1118 " and the Fighting Quaker; or, Jn the Neutral

pt

1

urn " B~;~~r\:>eed ·

1120

1121

1122

"

"

or Dick Sinter's Dariug Da~ti.
and the Black' Gia'nt ; 01-. H elping "Light Horse
Harry ."
.
Drfr~n Back: or. Hard Luck at Gmlforri .
and Ragged Robin; or, The Little Spy of
Kln g-~ ton.

1123
1124
1125
1126 ..
1127
1128 "
l12!l
1130

"

For
address
p ostaire

Trapping a Traitor; 'O'r , The Plot to Capture
a Genl'ra1.
at Old 'l'appa n; or, The Red Raiders of the
Highlands.
Island R etrea t; or, Fighting With the Swamp
Fox
After ·:roe Bettys; or. Out for a S<<'ift R evenge.
Fatal Chance; or. Into tbe .raws of D eatli.
an cl the British' Spy; or, Wllippln tb e :Tohnson Green s .
·
Cang-ht in a Ti·"n: or, On a Perll o u ~ :Tourne:r.
and ' the Black Watch; or Fighting tbe Klug s
Own.
sale by all newsdealers, "r will be •ent to any
on receipt of pr lee, 7c per copy, ln money or
stamps, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York City

188 West 2Sd Street

TO
SCENARIOS HOW
WRITE THEM

-

Price 85 Cents Per Copy
'.l'hls book contains alt the most recent changes In the
method of construction and su bmlssion of sc~n·ari(_>S.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers a nd Bookstores.
If you cannot procure a copy, send u s tbe price,
35 cents , in money or postage stamps, and we will
mall you on e postage free. Address
L , SEN ARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

-

No. 36. ROW '1' 0 SOLVE CONUNDitUM:S.- Coutaiu in g all the. 1e>uliug conundrum.s of the day, amusing
riddles, curiou s catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. _HOW TO lllAKE AND SET TRAPS. -Includlng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter rats
squirrels and birds. Also ho~v to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOKE BOOK.-Containing a grea t variety of the latest
j okes used by the most famous end men. No amateu r
minstrels is complete without this wonderful little book.
No. 42.
TUE BOYS OF NEW l'ORK STUlllP
SPEAKER-Containing a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also encl men's jokes.
Ju st the tbing f or home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. 'l'HE BOYS OF. NEW YORK llllNSTREL
GUIDE AND JO KE BOOK.-Sometlling n ew and verv
ins t ructive. Every boy should obtain this book as it
contains · full instructions for organizing an ai'nlf'teu r
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW T.,. l\IAK.E AND USE ELEC'l'RICI'l'Y.
-A description of tbe wonderful uses of electricity and
electro m a gneti s m; together with full instructions for
making Electric 'l'oy~ , .B atteries, e tc. By George '!.'re bel ,
A. M., M . D. Cont~mu g over fifty illustrations.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND S.!UL CANOES. -A.
handy book for boys, containing fuli dir ections for ron struc tin g can oes aud the most popular manner of •ailinic: them. l!'ully illustrnted .
No. 49. HOW '.l' O DEBATE.-Giving rules for con dueting clel.Jates, outlines for d eb ates, questior.s for discussiou and the best sources for procuring inform ation
on tbe qu estions given.
1'\o. 50. .HOW '1'0 STUFI? BIRDS AND ANllllALS.
-A vnlual>le book. giving instructions in colleNing
pre paring , ru ount.ing and preserving birds, animals and
insPcts.
No. 51. . HOW· TO DO TRICKS WITH CAUDS.- Contalning explanation.,:; of the ge~eral principles of sleight of-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleigbt-of -hnncl · ot
tricks involving s leigh t-of-hand, or the use of specia lly
prepared cll rd s. Illustrated.
No, 52 . HOW TO l'LAY CARDS.-A' complete and
b andy little book, giving the rules and full dire tions
for playing Euchre, Cr.ibbage, Cassino; FortJ-Five
Roun ce, Ped r o Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitcb Al i
li'ours, and many other popula r · games of cards. '
No. 56. HOW '.l'O BECOl\IE AN ENGINEER.-Contaitrin g full inst ruct.ion s how to become a locomotive
e ngineer; a lso directions for building a model locomotive; togetber with n tun d esc ription of everything an
engineer should know
No. 58. HOW '.l'O BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old Kin~
Brady, the well-known detective. In wbicb be lays
down so me vn.lualJle rul es for beginne rs, and also relates some adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW 'l' O BECOl\IE A PHOTOGRAPHER.Containing useful information regarding the Camera
and how to work it; a lso bow to make Photograph ic
Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely illu str.ated.
No. 6". HOW TO l\IAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
-Containing full directions for making electrical machines, induction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. l!' ully
Ulu strated.
1' o. 65. l\IULDOON'S JOKEi:>. -The most original
joke book ever published, and it is brimful o! wit •n d
humor. It contains a large collection of songs, jokes,
·conundrums, etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit,
humorist and practical joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW '.1'0 DO PUZZLES. - Containing over
three hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with
key to same. A complete book. Fully illu strated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Con!aining a large collection of instructive and highly
amusing electrical tricks, together with illustrations.
llv A. Anderson.
·No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEHICAL TRICKS. - Containing over one llundrr d highly am u sing and instructive tricks witll chemicals. By A . Anderson. Hand·
somely illu strated.
0

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent t~ s-ay
acldress on receipt of price, lOc. l)er copy, in
money or st~ps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New York

Radio
Course

FREE

An up-to · the-minute
Home Study Coursethe latest wireless developments-given free
to all who enroll for
my great Electrical
Course N OW. , Two
courses for the price of
one. M a il coupon for
full particulars.

''Electrical Experts''
YOUR Earn $12 to $30 a Day
Be an Electrical
What's

Expert

Future?

Today you are earning
$20 to $30 a week. In
the same si;ic days as an
Electrical Expert, you
can make from $70 to
$200, and make it easier
-not work h alf so hard.
Then why remain in
the"small pay"gamein a line of work that
offers-No Big Promotion-No Big IncomeNo Big Future?
Fit yourself for a Big
Job.

Your
Success
Is Guaranteed
So sure am I that you
can learn electricityso sure am I after studying with m e . y ou to o
get in the "big money"
class in electrical work,
that I will guarantee
under Bond to return
every single penny paid
me in tuition if, when
you have finished my
Course you are not satisfied it was the best
investment you ever
made.

Today even the ordinary electrician-the "screw-driver" kind-is making money
-big money. But it's the trained man-the man who knows the whys and

wherefores of Electricity-the "'Electrical Expert"-who is picked out to "boss" ordinary
electricians-to boss the 'big jobs-the jobs that p ay $3,1500 to $10,000 a Year .. Get in
line for one of these "Big Jobs'' by enrolling now for m y e asily-l ea rned, quickly-grasped, rightup-to-the-minute Spare Time Home Study Course in Practical Electricity.

Age or Lack of Experience No Drawback

You don't have to be a College Man; you don't h ave to be a High School Graduate . My Course
in Electricity is the most simple, thorough and successful in existence, and offers every ~
man, regardless of age, education or previous experience. the chance to become, in a ~'Y
very short time, an "Electrical Expert," able to make from $70 to $200 a week.
~

I Give You a Real Training

As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I know exactly the kind of ;
training a man needs to enable him to get and hold good J>Osit ions, and t o e a rn i
big p ay. I not only know but I give y,ou that training-I will train you as I ~
have trained thousands of other m en Who, t od ay, a re holding s plendid elec- ~
trical positions, or are in business for themselves as Electrica l Contra ctors. ,6f
.
f
0

ELE~ICAL i:h~;_e.;:: ~~.r~~!~t~~A!f;. ~~;•t ~
FREE Workmg
Outfit

'
L

•

L

•

C ooke,

E glChief
n n eer

Chicag o

first f ew lesso n• t o W ORK AT
f
Eng ine e ring
YOUR PROFESSION in a practica l way. For thie you n eed a p partus, and , ,
Works
I give it to you ABSOL~ELY FREE. Fora limited period, besides m nk· ~
ing a s lashing cut in th oat of my tuition, I will GIVE each ne w stud- ~
D ept .. 206., 2150 Law•
ent ABSOLUTELY FR E OF COST, a compl ete E lectrica l Working •
ren ce Ave Chicago Ill
Outfit, consisting__ofVoltmeter, Ammeter, El ectric Motor. Bells , Wire
f
.
.,
' •
Gauge, Wire for Wiring, Tools, etc., for home and construction work. ,
pl~eL~s~~~~~y~~~d
~~~t S!~d

...USt Act Today
But Yo'"'"
-~•&

•
"'

sr:

full particulars of your Free Out fit
and the two Home Study Courses-all
This offer is positively liqiited, and may shortly be withdrawn,
~
fully prepaid, without obligation on w;Fill in and send me thecjcoupon, or drop me a post-card, ~f
part.
giving me your full na
and address, and receive full 4'

~~j~~:Z-i~fsftt~~~~a
L . L. COOKE,

CWCAGO ENG

ffer. ButdoitNOW-TODAY ,

i

hlef Engineer

lllillliMll'e~u.ve., Chlcago, m.

Name........................................................ ............

~

ING WORKS
,

Addrees ........................................................................... .

